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Capitalism, Alone
The Future of the System That Rules the World

Branko Milanovic
A provocative account of capitalism’s rise to global
dominance and, as different models of capitalism vie for
world leadership, a look into what the future may hold.

We are all capitalists now. For the first time in human history, the globe
is dominated by one economic system. In Capitalism, Alone, leading economist Branko Milanovic explains the reasons for this decisive historical
shift since the days of feudalism and, later, communism. Surveying
the varieties of capitalism, he asks: What are the prospects for a fairer
world now that capitalism is the only game in town? His conclusions are
sobering, but not fatalistic. Capitalism gets much wrong, but also much
right—and it is not going anywhere. Our task is to improve it.
Milanovic argues that capitalism has triumphed because it works.
It delivers prosperity and gratifies human desires for autonomy. But it
comes with a moral price, pushing us to treat material success as the
ultimate goal. And it offers no guarantee of stability. In the West, liberal
capitalism creaks under the strains of inequality and capitalist excess.
That model now fights for hearts and minds with authoritarian capitalism, exemplified by China, which many claim is more efficient, but
which is more vulnerable to corruption and, when growth is slow, social
unrest. As for the economic problems of the global south, Milanovic
offers a creative, if controversial, plan for large-scale migration. Looking
to the future, he dismisses prophets who proclaim some single outcome
to be inevitable, whether worldwide prosperity or robot-driven mass
unemployment. Capitalism is a risky system. But it is a human system.
Our choices, and how clearly we see them, will determine how it serves
us.

October · cloth · 272 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $29.95 · £23.95
Economics · 9780674987593
26 illus., 3 tables · Belknap Press

Also available
Global Inequality
PB, 9780674984035

Branko Milanovic is Visiting
Presidential Professor and Core Faculty
at the Stone Center on Socio-Economic
Inequality at the Graduate Center, City
University of New York. He was formerly
Lead Economist in the World Bank’s
research department. His books include
Global Inequality and The Haves and the
Have-Nots: A Brief and Idiosyncratic History
of Global Inequality.
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The Enchantments of Mammon
How Capitalism Became the Religion of Modernity

Eugene McCarraher
Far from displacing religions, as has been supposed,
capitalism became one, with money as its deity. Eugene
McCarraher reveals how mammon ensnared us and how
we can find a more humane, sacramental way of being in
the world.

If socialists and Wall Street bankers can agree on anything, it is the
extreme rationalism of capital. At least since Max Weber, capitalism has
been understood as part of the “disenchantment” of the world, stripping
material objects and social relations of their mystery and sacredness.
Ignoring the motive force of the spirit, capitalism rejects the aweinspiring divine for the economics of supply and demand.
Eugene McCarraher challenges this conventional view. Capitalism, he
argues, is full of sacrament, whether or not it is acknowledged. Capitalist
enchantment first flowered in the fields and factories of England and was
brought to America by Puritans and evangelicals whose doctrine made
ample room for industry and profit. Later, the corporation was mystically
animated with human personhood, to preside over the Fordist endeavor
to build a heavenly city of mechanized production and communion. By
the twenty-first century, capitalism has become thoroughly enchanted
by the neoliberal deification of “the market.”
Informed by cultural history and theology as well as economics, management theory, and marketing, The Enchantments of Mammon looks
not to Marx and progressivism but to nineteenth-century Romantics
for salvation. The Romantic imagination favors craft, the commons, and
sensitivity to natural wonder. It promotes labor that, for the sake of the
person, combines reason, creativity, and mutual aid. In this impassioned
challenge, McCarraher makes the case that capitalism has hijacked and
redirected our intrinsic longing for divinity—and urges us to break its
hold on our souls.

November · cloth · 768 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $39.95 · £31.95
History / religion
9780674984615 · Belknap Press
“The Enchantments of Mammon is
truly a game changer. We will never
look at modern capitalism in the same
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way again.” — Jackson Lears
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Eugene McCarraher is author of
Christian Critics: Religion and the Impasse
in Modern American Social Thought and
has written for Dissent and The Nation.
His work on this book was supported
by fellowships from the National
Endowment for the Humanities and the
American Council of Learned Societies.
He is Associate Professor of Humanities at
Villanova University.

The Cosmopolitan Tradition
A Noble but Flawed Ideal

Martha C. Nussbaum
From one of our preeminent philosophers—winner of
the Berggruen Prize—a work that engages critically with
important examples of the cosmopolitan ideal from ancient
Greece and Rome to the present.

The cosmopolitan political tradition in Western thought begins with the
Greek Cynic Diogenes, who, when asked where he came from, responded
that he was a citizen of the world. Rather than declaring his lineage, city,
social class, or gender, he defined himself as a human being, implicitly
asserting the equal worth of all human beings.
Nussbaum pursues this “noble but flawed” vision of world citizenship
as it finds expression in figures of Greco-Roman antiquity, Hugo Grotius
in the seventeenth century, Adam Smith during the eighteenth century,
and various contemporary thinkers. She confronts its inherent tensions:
the ideal suggests that moral personality is complete, and completely
beautiful, without any external aids, while reality insists that basic material needs must be met if people are to realize fully their inherent dignity.
Given the global prevalence of material want, the lesser social opportunities of people with physical and cognitive disabilities, the conflicting
beliefs of a pluralistic society, and the challenge of mass migration and
asylum seekers, what political principles should we endorse? Nussbaum
brings her version of the Capabilities Approach to these problems, and she
goes further: she takes on the challenge of recognizing the moral claims
of nonhuman animals and the natural world.
The insight that politics ought to treat human beings both as equal to
each other and as having a worth beyond price is responsible for much
that is fine in the modern Western political imagination. The Cosmopolitan
Tradition extends Nussbaum’s work, urging us to focus on the humanity
we share rather than all that divides us.

5 ½ x 8 ¼ · $27.95 · £22.95
Philosophy · 9780674052499
Belknap Press

Also available
Political Emotions
PB, 9780674503809
The New Religious Intolerance
PB, 9780674725911
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Martha C. Nussbaum is Ernst Freund
Distinguished Service Professor at
the University of Chicago, appointed
in the Law School and the Philosophy
Department. Among her many awards are
the 2018 Berggruen Prize, the 2017 Don
M. Randel Award for Humanistic Studies
from the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, and the 2016 Kyoto Prize in Arts
and Philosophy.

august · cloth · 292 pages
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The Shenzhen Experiment
The Story of China’s Instant City

Juan Du
An award-winning Hong Kong–based architect with decades
0f experience designing buildings and planning cities in the
PRC takes us to the Pearl River delta and into the heart of
China’s iconic Special Economic Zone, Shenzhen.

January · cloth · 320 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $35.00 · £28.95
History / Architecture
9780674975286 · 32 colour photos,
12 colour maps

Shenzhen is ground zero for the economic transformation China has
seen in recent decades. In 1979, driven by China’s widespread poverty,
Deng Xiaoping supported a bold proposal to experiment with economic
policies in a rural borderland next to Hong Kong. The site was designated
as the City of Shenzhen and soon after became China’s first Special
Economic Zone (SEZ). Four decades later, Shenzhen is a megacity of
twenty million, an internationally recognized digital technology hub,
and the world’s most successful economic zone. Some see it as a modern
miracle city that seemingly came from nowhere, attributing its success
solely to centralized planning and Shenzhen’s proximity to Hong Kong.
The Chinese government has built hundreds of new towns using the
Shenzhen model, yet none has come close to replicating the city’s level
of economic success.
But is it true that Shenzhen has no meaningful history? That the
city was planned on a tabula rasa? That the region’s rural past has had
no significant impact on the urban present? Juan Du unravels the myth
of Shenzhen and shows us how this world-famous “instant city” has a
surprising history—filled with oyster fishermen, villages that remain
encased within city blocks, a secret informal housing system—and how
it has been catapulted to success as much by the ingenuity of its original farmers as by Beijing’s policy makers. The Shenzhen Experiment is an
important story for all rapidly urbanizing and industrializing nations
around the world seeking to replicate China’s economic success in the
twenty-first century.
Juan Du is an award-winning architect
and urban planner. Formerly on the MIT
faculty, she is currently Associate Dean
of the Faculty of Architecture at the
University of Hong Kong. She leads IDU_
architecture, a research and design office
based in Hong Kong. Du is also the founding academic director of the Shenzhen
Center for Design and is actively involved
in the ongoing development and planning
of the city.
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Unbound
How Inequality Constricts Our Economy
and What We Can Do about It

Heather Boushey
From one of Washington’s most influential voices on
economic policy, a lively and original argument that reducing
inequality is not just fair but also key to delivering broadly
shared economic growth and stability.

Do we have to choose between equality and prosperity? Many think
that reducing economic inequality would require such heavy-handed
interference with market forces that it would stifle economic growth.
Heather Boushey, one of Washington’s most influential economic voices,
insists nothing could be further from the truth. Presenting cutting-edge
economics with journalistic verve, she shows how rising inequality has
become a drag on growth and an impediment to a competitive US marketplace for employers and employees alike.
Boushey argues that inequality undermines growth in three ways.
It obstructs the supply of talent, ideas, and capital as wealthy families
monopolize the best educational, social, and economic opportunities. It
also subverts private competition and public investment. Powerful corporations muscle competitors out of business, in the process costing consumers, suppressing wages, and hobbling innovation, while governments
underfund key public goods that make the American Dream possible,
from schools to transportation infrastructure to information and communication technology networks. Finally, it distorts consumer demand
as stagnant wages and meager workplace benefits rob ordinary people of
buying power and pushes the economy toward financial instability.
Unbound exposes deep problems in the US economy, but its conclusion
is optimistic. We can preserve the best of our nation’s economic and political traditions, and improve on them, by pursuing policies that reduce
inequality—and by doing so, boost broadly shared economic growth.

October · cloth · 272 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $27.95 · £22.95
Economics / Politics
9780674919310 · 32 illus., 3 tables

Also available
After Piketty
PB, 9780674237889
Finding Time
PB, 9780674241497

MARK SILVA

Heather Boushey is Executive
Director and Chief Economist at the
Washington Center for Equitable Growth
and former Chief Economist on Hillary
Clinton’s transition team. She is the
author of Finding Time: The Economics of
Work-Life Conflict and coeditor of After
Piketty: The Agenda for Economics and
Inequality.
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Ingenious
The Unintended consequences of Human Innovation

Peter Gluckman • Mark Hanson
As humans evolved, we developed technologies to modify our
environment, yet these innovations are increasingly affecting
our behavior, biology, and society. Now we must figure out
how to function in the world we’ve created.

October · cloth · 304 pages
5 ½ x 8 ¼ · $29.95 · £23.95
Science · 9780674976887

Adaptation is the process by which organisms change over time to be
better able to live in their environments. The tricky part about human
evolution is that, as innovators, we have the power to alter our environments—and change the way we live our lives. This is an extraordinary
mastery of nature. Not only do we create new forces of natural selection,
those novel forces can be the strongest shapers of who we become.
But the cumulative effects of our ingenuity are not as simple as they
may seem. Peter Gluckman and Mark Hanson, both leaders in the exciting
new field of evolutionary medicine, explore how, even as our ingenious
innovations allow us to thrive, they create unforeseen consequences
that demand further ingenuity. We’ve made the environments around us
more food-rich, for example—but at the cost of rampant obesity. We’ve
learned to wipe out the pathogens that most commonly make us ill, but
in doing so encouraged the rise of antibiotic-resistant superbugs that
our bodies are unable to fend off. We have created new information and
a communication environs that stimulate our intellectual curiosity and
challenge our abstract thinking capacities. The downsides are new forms
of social dysfunction, psychological stress, and even threats to our democracy. Ironically, in many ways, our efforts to be more comfortable have led
to dire consequences for our health.
Every time we transform our world, we are confronted by a world that
challenges us anew. Ingenious opens our eyes to the dangers we face and
offers solutions we cannot ignore.
Sir Peter Gluckman is University
Distinguished Professor and Director of the
Centre for Science in Policy, Diplomacy and
Society at the University of Auckland, and Chief
Scientific Officer for the Singapore Institute of
Clinical Sciences.
Mark Hanson is British Heart Foundation
Professor and Director of the Institute of
Developmental Sciences at the University of
Southampton. He is a fellow of the Royal College
of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists and the
Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health.
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Altered Inheritance
CRISPR and the ethics of human genome editing

Françoise Baylis
A leading bioethicist offers critical insights into the scientific,
ethical, and political implications of human genome editing.

Designer babies, once found only in science fiction, have become a
reality. We are entering a new era of human evolution with the advent
of a technology called CRISPR, which allows scientists to modify our
genes. Although CRISPR shows great promise for therapeutic use, it
raises thorny ethical, legal, political, and societal concerns because it
can be used to make permanent changes to future generations. What
if changes intended for the good turn out to have unforeseen negative
effects? What if the divide between the haves and have-nots widens as a
result? Who decides whether we genetically modify human beings and,
if so, how?
Françoise Baylis insists that we must all have a role in determining
our future as a species. The scientists who develop and use genomeediting tools should not be the only ones making decisions about future
uses of the technology. Such decisions must be the fruit of a broad
societal consensus. Baylis argues that it is in our collective interest to
assess and steer the development and implementation of biomedical
technologies. Members of the public with different interests and diverse
perspectives must be among the decision makers; only in this way
can we ensure that societal concerns are taken into account and that
responsible decisions are made. We must be engaged and informed,
think critically, and raise our voices as we create our future together.
Sharp, rousing, timely, and thought-provoking, Altered Inheritance is
essential reading. The future of humanity is in our hands.

5 ½ x 8 ¼ · $24.95 · £19.95
Science / Medicine
9780674976719 · 10 illus.

GRAHAM KENNEDY

Françoise Baylis is University
Research Professor at Dalhousie
University. She is a member of the Order
of Canada and the Order of Nova Scotia,
as well as a fellow of the Royal Society of
Canada and of the Canadian Academy of
Health Sciences. Baylis was a key participant in the 2015 International Summit
on Human Gene Editing and is a member
of the WHO Expert Advisory Committee
on Developing Global Standards for
Governance and Oversight of Human
Genome Editing.

September · cloth · 240 pages
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Zwicky
The Outcast Genius Who Unmasked the Universe

John Johnson Jr.
From a prize-winning science writer, a riveting account of
the life and work of the prodigiously original maverick who
has been called “the most unrecognized genius of twentiethcentury astronomy.”

September · cloth · 336 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $35.00 · £28.95
Biography / Science
9780674979673 · 24 photos

Fritz Zwicky was one of the most inventive and iconoclastic scientists of
the twentieth century. He predicted the existence of neutron stars, and
his research pointed the way toward the discovery of pulsars and black
holes. He was the first to conceive of the existence of dark matter, the
first to make a detailed catalog of thousands of galaxies, and the first to
correctly suggest that cosmic rays originate from supernovas.
Not content to confine his discoveries to the heavens, Zwicky contributed to the US war against Japan with inventions in jet propulsion that
enabled aircraft to launch from carriers in the Pacific. After the war, he
was the first Western scientist to interview Wernher von Braun, the Nazi
engineer who developed the V-2 rocket. Later he became an outspoken
advocate for space exploration, but also tangled with almost every leading scientist of the time, from Edwin Hubble and Richard Feynman to
J. Robert Oppenheimer and Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar.
In Zwicky, John Johnson Jr. brings this tempestuous maverick to life.
Zwicky not only made groundbreaking contributions to science and engineering; he rose to fame as one of the most imaginative science popularizers of his day. Yet he became a pariah in the scientific community,
denouncing his enemies, real and imagined, as “spherical bastards” and
“horses’ asses.” Largely forgotten today, Zwicky deserves rediscovery for
introducing the world to some of the most destructive forces in the universe, and as a reminder that genius obeys no rules and has no friends.
John Johnson Jr. spent twenty-two
years at the Los Angeles Times, where he
was a member of two teams that were
awarded Pulitzer Prizes. He was responsible for covering space and physics for
the newspaper and contributed to its
reputation as a preeminent source of
science reporting. He has written three
science books for children and shared the
Investigative Reporters and Editors Medal.
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Testosterone
An Unauthorized Biography

Rebecca M. Jordan-Young • Katrina Karkazis
Testosterone is not what you think it is, and it is decidedly
not a “male sex hormone.” Here is the debunking life story of a
maligned and misunderstood molecule.

Testosterone is a familiar villain, a ready explanation for innumerable
social phenomena, from the stock market crash and the overrepresentation of men in prisons to male dominance in business and politics. It’s a
lot to pin on a simple molecule.
Yet your testosterone level doesn’t in fact predict your competitive
drive or tendency for violence, your appetite for risk or sex, or your
strength or athletic prowess. It’s neither the biological essence of manliness nor even “the male sex hormone.” This unauthorized biography pries
T, as it’s known, loose from over a century of misconceptions that undermine science even as they make urban legends about this hormone seem
scientific.
T’s story didn’t spring from nature: it is a tale that began long before
the hormone was even isolated, when nineteenth-century scientists
went looking for the chemical essence of masculinity. And so this molecule’s outmoded, authorized life story persisted, providing ready cause
for countless behaviors—from the boorish and the belligerent to the
exemplary and enviable. What we think we know about T has stood in the
way of an accurate understanding of its surprising and diverse functions
and effects. Rebecca Jordan-Young and Katrina Karkazis focus on what T
does in six domains: reproduction, aggression, risk-taking, power, sports,
and parenting. At once arresting and deeply informed, Testosterone allows
us to see the real T for the first time.

October · cloth · 256 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $29.95 · £23.95
Science / Gender Studies
9780674725324 · 5 illus.
Also available
Brain Storm
PB, 9780674063518

Rebecca M. Jordan-Young is a socio
medical scientist and Tow Associate Professor
for Distinguished Scholars in the Department
of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at
Barnard College, Columbia University.

Katrina Karkazis spent fifteen years at
the Stanford Center for Biomedical Ethics,
working at the intersection of science, technology, gender studies, and bioethics. She is
Carol Zicklin Endowed Chair in the Honors
Academy at Brooklyn College, CUNY, and Senior
Research Fellow with the Global Health Justice
Partnership at Yale University.
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The Will of the People
The Revolutionary Birth of America

T. H. Breen
A prize-winning historian provides the missing piece in the
story of America’s founding, introducing us to the ordinary men
and women who turned a faltering rebellion against colonial
rule into an unexpectedly potent and enduring revolution.

Over eight years of war, ordinary Americans accomplished something
extraordinary. Far from the actions of the Continental Congress and the
Continental Army, they took responsibility for the course of the revolution. They policed their neighbors, sent troops and weapons to distant
strangers committed to the same cause, and identified friends and traitors. By taking up the reins of power but also setting its limits, they
ensured America’s success. Without their participation there would have
been no victory over Great Britain, no independence. The colonial rebellion would have ended like so many others—in failure.
The driving force behind the creation of a country based on the will
of the people, T. H. Breen shows, was in fact the people itself. In villages,
towns, and cities from Georgia to New Hampshire, Americans managed
local affairs, negotiated shared sacrifice, and participated in a political system in which each believed they were as good as any other. Presenting
hundreds of stories, Breen captures the powerful sense of equality and
responsibility resulting from this process of self-determination.
With striking originality, Breen restores these missing Americans to
our founding and shows why doing so is essential for understanding why
our revolution ended differently from others that have shaped the modern
world. In the midst of revolution’s anger, fear, and passion—the forgotten
elements in any effective resistance—these Americans preserved a political
culture based on the rule of law. In the experiences of these unsung revolutionaries can be seen the creation of America’s singular political identity.

September · cloth · 240 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $29.95 · £23.95
History · 9780674971790

S.C. BREEN

Belknap Press
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T. H. Breen is John Kluge Professor of
American Law and Governance at the
Library of Congress and Founding Director
of the Chabraja Center for Historical
Studies at Northwestern University. A
former Guggenheim Fellow, he is James
Marsh Professor-at-Large at the University
of Vermont. His books include George
Washington’s Journey and Marketplace of
Revolution.

The Cigarette
A Political History

Sarah Milov
The untold political story of the most controversial
consumer product in American history.

Tobacco is the quintessential American product. From Jamestown to the
Marlboro Man, the plant occupied the heart of the nation’s economy and
expressed its enduring myths. But today smoking rates have declined
and smokers are exiled from many public spaces. The story of tobacco’s
fortunes may seem straightforward: science triumphed over our addictive habits and the cynical machinations of tobacco executives. Yet the
reality is more complicated. Both the cigarette’s popularity and its eventual decline reflect a parallel course of shifting political priorities. The
tobacco industry flourished with the help of the state, but it was the
concerted efforts of citizen nonsmokers who organized to fight for their
right to clean and healthy air that led to its undoing.
After the Great Depression, public officials and organized tobacco
farmers worked together to ensure that the government’s regulatory
muscle was more often deployed to promote tobacco than to protect the
public from its harms. Even as evidence of the cigarette’s connection to
cancer grew, medical experts could not convince officials to change their
stance. What turned the tide, Sarah Milov argues, was a new kind of politics: a movement for nonsmokers’ rights. Activists and public-interest
lawyers took to the courts, the streets, city councils, and boardrooms
to argue for smoke-free workplaces and allied with scientists to lobby
elected officials.
The Cigarette restores politics to its rightful place in the tale of tobacco’s rise and fall, illustrating America’s continuing battles over corporate
influence, individual responsibility, collective choice, and the scope of
governmental power.

6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $35.00* · £28.95
Politics / History
9780674241213 · 21 photos

SHANE LIN

Sarah Milov is Assistant Professor of
History at the University of Virginia. A
former fellow of the Virginia Foundation
of Humanities and the Woodrow
Wilson Society of Fellows at Princeton
University, she has written on the tobacco
industry, the rise of e-cigarettes, and the
grassroots fight to battle climate change.
Her research explores how organized
interest groups and everyday Americans
influence government policy.

October · cloth · 352 pages
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The Great Reversal
How America Gave Up on Free Markets

Thomas Philippon
In this much-anticipated book, a leading financial economist
argues that many key problems of the American economy
are due not to the flaws of capitalism or the inevitabilities
of globalization but to the concentration of corporate
power. By lobbying against competition, the biggest firms
drive profits higher while depressing wages and limiting
opportunities for investment, innovation, and growth.

october · cloth · 336 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $29.95 · £23.95
Economics / Current Affairs
9780674237544 · 72 illus., 16 tables
Belknap Press

Why are cellphone plans so much more expensive in the United States
than in Europe? It seems a simple question. But the search for an answer
took Thomas Philippon on an unexpected journey through some of
the most complex and hotly debated issues in modern economics.
Ultimately he reached his surprising conclusion: American markets,
once a model for the world, are giving up on healthy competition. Sector
after economic sector is more concentrated than it was twenty years ago,
dominated by fewer and bigger players who lobby politicians aggressively to protect and expand their profit margins. Across the country,
this drives up prices while driving down investment, productivity,
growth, and wages, resulting in more inequality. Meanwhile, Europe—
long dismissed for competitive sclerosis and weak antitrust—is beating
America at its own game.
Philippon, one of the world’s leading financial economists, did not
expect these conclusions in the age of Silicon Valley start-ups and millennial millionaires. But the data from his cutting-edge research proved
undeniable. In this compelling tale of economic detective work, we
follow him as he works out the basic facts and consequences of industry
concentration in the US and Europe, shows how lobbying and campaign
contributions have defanged antitrust regulators, and considers what
all this means for free trade, technology, and innovation. For the sake of
ordinary Americans, he concludes, government needs to return to what
it once did best: keeping the playing field level for competition. It’s time
to make American markets great—and free—again.
Thomas Philippon is Professor of
Finance at the Stern School of Business,
New York University, and sits on the
Monetary Policy Advisory Panel of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York. He
previously served as Senior Economic
Advisor to the French Finance Minister.
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When Bishops Meet
An Essay Comparing Trent, Vatican I, and Vatican II

John W. O’Malley
From one of our foremost church historians comes an
overarching analysis of the three modern Catholic
councils—an assessment of what Catholicism
was and has become today.

Catholic councils are meetings of bishops. In this unprecedented comparison of the three most recent meetings, John O’Malley traverses more
than 450 years of Catholic history and examines the councils’ most pressing and consistent concerns: questions of purpose, power, and relevance
in a changing world. By offering new, sometimes radical, even troubling
perspectives on these convocations, When Bishops Meet analyzes the
evolution of the church itself.
The Catholic Church today is shaped by the historical arc starting from
Trent in the sixteenth century to Vatican II. The roles of popes, the laity,
theologians, and others have varied from the bishop-centered Trent, to
Vatican I’s declaration of papal infallibility, to a new balance of power
in the mid-twentieth century. At Trent, lay people had direct influence
on proceedings. By Vatican II, their presence was token. At each gathering, fundamental issues recurred: the relationship between bishops and
the papacy, the very purpose of a council, and doctrinal change. Can the
teachings of the church, by definition a conservative institution, change
over time?
Councils, being ecclesiastical as well as cultural institutions, have
always reflected and profoundly influenced their times. Both readers
familiar with John O’Malley’s earlier work and those with no knowledge
of councils will find this volume an indispensable guide for essential questions: Who is in charge of the church? What difference did the councils
make, and will there be another?

August · cloth · 218 pages
4 ⅜ x 7 ⅛ · $24.95 · £19.95
Religion / History
9780674988415 · Belknap Press
Also available
Vatican I
PB, 9780674241404
Trent: What Happened at the Council
9780674066977

John W. O’Malley is University
Professor in the Department of Theology
at Georgetown University, and the author
of many books, including Four Cultures of
the West; Trent; Vatican I; What Happened
at Vatican II; and The First Jesuits,
which has been translated into twelve
languages. O’Malley is a member of the
Society of Jesus and a Roman Catholic
priest.
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Stalin and the Fate of Europe
The Postwar Struggle for Sovereignty

Norman M. Naimark
The Cold War division of Europe was not inevitable—the
acclaimed author of Stalin’s Genocides shows how postwar
Europeans fought to determine their own destinies.

October · cloth · 320 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $29.95 · £23.95
History · 9780674238770
14 photos, 8 maps · Belknap Press
Also available
Fires of Hatred
PB, 9780674009943
The Russians in Germany
PB, 9780674784062

Was the division of Europe after World War II inevitable? In this powerful reassessment of the postwar order in Europe, Norman Naimark
suggests that Joseph Stalin was far more open to a settlement on the
continent than we have thought. Through revealing case studies from
Poland and Yugoslavia to Denmark and Albania, Naimark recasts the
early Cold War by focusing on Europeans’ fight to determine their
future.
As nations devastated by war began rebuilding, Soviet intentions
loomed large. Stalin’s armies controlled most of the eastern half of the
continent, and in France and Italy, communist parties were serious
political forces. Yet Naimark reveals a surprisingly flexible Stalin, who
initially had no intention of dividing Europe. During a window of opportunity from 1945 to 1948, leaders across the political spectrum, including Juho Kusti Paasikivi of Finland, Wladyslaw Gomulka of Poland, and
Karl Renner of Austria, pushed back against outside pressures. For some,
this meant struggling against Soviet dominance. For others, it meant
enlisting the Americans to support their aims.
The first frost of Cold War could be felt in the tense patrolling of
zones of occupation in Germany, but not until 1948, with the coup in
Czechoslovakia and the Berlin Blockade, did the familiar polarization
set in. The split did not become irreversible until the formal division
of Germany and establishment of NATO in 1949. In illuminating how
European leaders deftly managed national interests in the face of dominating powers, Stalin and the Fate of Europe reveals the real potential of
an alternative trajectory for the continent.
Norman M. Naimark is the critically
acclaimed author of several books,
including Fires of Hatred: Ethnic Cleansing
in Twentieth-Century Europe, The Russians
in Germany, and Stalin’s Genocides. He
is Robert and Florence McDonnell
Professor of East European Studies at
Stanford University and a Senior Fellow
of the Hoover Institution and Stanford’s
Freeman Spogli Institute, and has twice
won the Dean’s Award for Distinguished
Teaching.
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Bitter Reckoning
Israel Tries Holocaust Survivors
as Nazi Collaborators

Dan Porat
Beginning in 1950, the State of Israel prosecuted and jailed
dozens of Holocaust survivors who had served as camp
kapos or ghetto police under the Nazis. At last comes the
first full account of the kapo trials, based on records newly
declassified after over forty years.

In December 1945, a Polish-born commuter on a Tel Aviv bus recognized
a fellow rider as the former head of a town council the Nazis had
established to manage the Jews. When he denounced the man as a
collaborator, the rider leapt off the bus, pursued by passengers intent on
beating him to death. Five years later, to address ongoing tensions within
Holocaust survivor communities, the State of Israel instituted the
criminal prosecution of Jews who had served as ghetto administrators
or kapos in concentration camps.
Dan Porat brings to light more than three dozen little-known trials,
held over the following two decades, of survivors charged with Nazi
collaboration. Scouring police investigation files and trial records,
he found accounts of Jewish policemen and camp functionaries who
harassed, beat, robbed, and even murdered their brethren. But as the
trials exposed the tragic experiences of the kapos, over time the courts
and the public shifted from seeing them as evil collaborators to victims
themselves, and the fervor to prosecute them abated.
Porat shows how these trials changed Israel’s understanding of the
Holocaust and explores how the suppression of the trial records—long
classified by the state—affected history and memory. Sensitive to the
devastating options confronting those who chose to collaborate, yet
rigorous in its analysis, Bitter Reckoning invites us to rethink our ideas
of complicity and justice and to consider what it means to be a victim in
extraordinary circumstances.
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Metternich
Strategist and Visionary

Wolfram Siemann
translated by Daniel Steuer

A compelling new biography that recasts the most important
European statesman of the first half of the nineteenth
century, famous for his alleged archconservatism, as a friend
of realpolitik and reform, pursuing international peace.

Metternich has a reputation as the epitome of reactionary conservatism.
Historians treat him as the archenemy of progress, a ruthless aristocrat
who used his power as the dominant European statesman of the first
half of the nineteenth century to stifle liberalism, suppress national
independence, and oppose the dreams of social change that inspired the
revolutionaries of 1848. Wolfram Siemann paints a fundamentally new
image of the man who shaped Europe for over four decades. He reveals
Metternich as more modern and his career much more forward-looking
than we have ever recognized.
Clemens von Metternich emerged from the horrors of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, Siemann shows, committed above all
to the preservation of peace. That often required him, as the Austrian
Empire’s foreign minister and chancellor, to back authority. He was,
as Henry Kissinger has observed, the father of realpolitik. But short of
compromising on his overarching goal Metternich aimed to accommodate liberalism and nationalism as much as possible. Siemann draws on
previously unexamined archives to bring this multilayered and dazzling
man to life. We meet him as a tradition-conscious imperial count, an
early industrial entrepreneur, an admirer of Britain’s liberal constitution, a failing reformer in a fragile multiethnic state, and a man prone to
sometimes scandalous relations with glamorous women.
Hailed on its German publication in 2017 as a masterpiece of historical
writing, Metternich will endure as an essential guide to nineteenthcentury Europe, indispensable for understanding the forces of revolution, reaction, and moderation that shaped the modern world.
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The Confounding Island
Jamaica and the Postcolonial Predicament

Orlando Patterson
The preeminent sociologist and National Book Award–
winning author of Freedom in the Making of Western Culture
grapples with the paradox of his homeland and its remarkable
achievements amid continuing struggles since independence.

There are few places more puzzling than Jamaica. Jamaicans claim their
home has more churches per square mile than any other country, yet it
is one of the most murderous nations in the world. Its reggae superstars
and celebrity sprinters outshine musicians and athletes in countries
hundreds of times its size. Jamaica’s economy is anemic and too many of
its people impoverished, yet they are, according to international surveys,
some of the happiest on earth. In The Confounding Island, Orlando
Patterson returns to the place of his birth to reckon with its history and
culture.
Patterson investigates the failures of Jamaica’s postcolonial democracy, exploring why the country has been unable to achieve broad
economic growth and why its free elections and stable government
have been unable to address violence and poverty. He takes us inside the
island’s passion for cricket and the unparalleled international success of
its local musical traditions. He offers a fresh answer to a question that
has bedeviled sports fans: Why are Jamaican runners so fast?
Jamaica’s successes and struggles expose something fundamental
about the world we live in. If we look closely at the Jamaican example,
we see the central dilemmas of globalization, economic development,
poverty reduction, and postcolonial politics thrown into stark relief.
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Françoise Baylis
Tom Siegfried

A leading bioethicist offers critical insights into the scientific,
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Virtue Politics
Soulcraft and Statecraft in Renaissance Italy

James Hankins
A bold, revisionist account of the political thought of the
Italian Renaissance—from Petrarch to Machiavelli—that
reveals the all-important role of character in shaping society,
both in citizens and in their leaders.

Convulsed by a civilizational crisis, the great thinkers of the Renaissance
set out to reconceive the nature of society. Everywhere they saw problems. Corrupt and reckless tyrants sowing discord and ruling through
fear; elites who prized wealth and status over the common good; military
leaders waging endless wars. Their solution was at once simple and radical. “Men, not walls, make a city,” as Thucydides so memorably said. They
would rebuild their city, and their civilization, by transforming the moral
character of its citizens. Soulcraft, they believed, was a precondition of
successful statecraft.
A dazzlingly ambitious reappraisal of Renaissance political thought
by one of our generation’s foremost intellectual historians, Virtue Politics
challenges the traditional narrative that looks to the Renaissance as the
seedbed of modern republicanism and sees Machiavelli as its exemplary
thinker. James Hankins reveals that what most concerned the humanists
was not reforming laws or institutions so much as shaping citizens. If
character mattered more than constitutions, it would have to be nurtured
through a new program of education they called the studia humanitatis:
the humanities.
We owe liberal arts education and so much else to the bold experiment of
these passionate and principled thinkers. The questions they asked—Should
a good man serve a corrupt regime? What virtues are necessary in a leader?
What is the source of political legitimacy? Is wealth concentration detrimental to social cohesion? Should citizens be expected to fight for their country?—
would have a profound impact on later debates about good government and
seem as vital today as they did then.
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Battling Bella
Fraud in the Lab
The Protest Politics of Bella Abzug

The High Stakes of Scientific Research

Leandra Ruth Zarnow
Nicolas Chevassus-au-Louis

Bella Abzug’s promotion of women’s and gay rights, universal

translated by Nicholas Elliott
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The Bridge
Natural Gas in a Redivided Europe

Thane Gustafson
A noted expert on Russian energy argues that despite
Europe’s geopolitical rivalries, natural gas and deals based on
it unite Europe’s nations in mutual self-interest.

Three decades after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the breakup of the
Soviet empire, the West faces a new era of East-West tensions. Any vision
of a modern Russia integrated into the world economy and aligned in
peaceful partnership with a reunited Europe has abruptly vanished.
Two opposing narratives vie to explain the strategic future of Europe,
one geopolitical and one economic, and both center on the same resource:
natural gas. In The Bridge, Thane Gustafson, an expert on Russian oil and
gas, argues that the political rivalries that capture the lion’s share of
media attention must be viewed alongside multiple business interests
and differences in economic ideology. With a dense network of pipelines
linking Europe and Russia, natural gas serves as a bridge that unites the
region through common interests.
Tracking the economic and political role of natural gas through multiple countries—Russia and Ukraine, the United Kingdom, Germany,
the Netherlands, and Norway—The Bridge details both its history and its
likely future. As Gustafson suggests, there are reasons for optimism, but
whether the “gas bridge” can ultimately survive mounting geopolitical
tensions and environmental challenges remains to be seen.
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Visualizing Taste
How Business Changed the Look of What You Eat

Ai Hisano
Ai Hisano exposes how corporations, the American
government, and consumers manipulated the colours of what
we eat and even the colours of what we consider “natural,”
“fresh,” and “wholesome.”

The yellow of margarine, the red of meat, the bright orange of “natural”
oranges—we live in the modern world of the senses created by business.
Ai Hisano reveals how the food industry capitalized on colour, and how
the creation of a new visual vocabulary has shaped what we think of the
food we eat. Constructing standards for the colours of food and the meanings we associate with them—wholesome, fresh, uniform—has been a
business practice since the late nineteenth century, though one invisible to consumers. Under the growing influences of corporate profit and
consumer expectations, firms have sought to control our sensory experiences ever since.
Visualizing Taste explores how our perceptions of what food should
look like have changed over the course of more than a century. By examining the development of colour-controlling technology, government
regulation, and consumer expectations, Hisano demonstrates that scientists, farmers, food processors, dye manufacturers, government officials,
and intermediate suppliers have created a version of “natural” that is,
in fact, highly engineered. Retailers and marketers have used scientific
data about colour to stimulate and influence consumers’—and especially
female consumers’—sensory desires, triggering our appetites and cravings. Grasping this pivotal transformation in how we see, and how we
consume, is critical to understanding the business of food.
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Ghetto
The History of a Word

Daniel B. Schwartz
Just as European Jews were being emancipated and ghettos
in their original form—compulsory, enclosed spaces designed
to segregate—were being dismantled, use of the word
“ghetto” surged in Europe and spread around the globe.
Tracing the curious path of this loaded word from its first use
in sixteenth-century Venice to the present turns out to be
more than an adventure in linguistics.

Few words are as ideologically charged as “ghetto.” Its early uses centered
on two cities: Venice, where it referred to the segregation of the Jews
in 1516, and Rome, where the ghetto survived until the fall of the Papal
States in 1870, long after it had ceased to exist elsewhere.
Ghetto: The History of a Word offers a fascinating account of the changing nuances of this slippery term, from its coinage to the present day. It
details how the ghetto emerged as an ambivalent metaphor for “premodern” Judaism in the nineteenth century and how it was later revived to
refer to everything from densely populated Jewish immigrant enclaves
in modern cities to the hyper-segregated holding pens of Nazi-occupied
Eastern Europe. We see how this ever-evolving word traveled across the
Atlantic Ocean, settled into New York’s Lower East Side and Chicago’s
Near West Side, then came to be more closely associated with African
Americans than with Jews.
Chronicling this sinuous transatlantic odyssey, Daniel B. Schwartz
reveals how the history of ghettos is tied up with the struggle and argument over the meaning of a word. Paradoxically, the term “ghetto” came
to loom larger in discourse about Jews when Jews were no longer required
to live in legal ghettos. At a time when the Jewish associations have been
largely eclipsed, Ghetto retrieves the history of a disturbingly resilient
word.
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The Theology of Liberalism
Political Philosophy and the Justice of God

Eric Nelson
One of our most important political theorists pulls the
philosophical rug out from under modern liberalism, then
tries to place it on a more secure footing.
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We think of modern liberalism as the novel product of a world reinvented on a secular basis after 1945. In The Theology of Liberalism, one of
the country’s most important political theorists argues that we could
hardly be more wrong. Eric Nelson contends that the tradition of liberal
political philosophy founded by John Rawls is, however unwittingly, the
product of ancient theological debates about justice and evil. Once we
understand this, he suggests, we can recognize the deep incoherence of
various forms of liberal political philosophy that have emerged in Rawls’s
wake.
Nelson starts by noting that today’s liberal political philosophers
treat the unequal distribution of social and natural advantages as
morally arbitrary. This arbitrariness, they claim, diminishes our moral
responsibility for our actions. Some even argue that we are not morally
responsible when our own choices and efforts produce inequalities. In
defending these views, Nelson writes, modern liberals have implicitly
taken up positions in an age-old debate about whether the nature of
the created world is consistent with the justice of God. Strikingly, their
commitments diverge sharply from those of their proto-liberal predecessors, who rejected the notion of moral arbitrariness in favor of what
was called Pelagianism—the view that beings created and judged by a
just God must be capable of freedom and merit. Nelson reconstructs this
earlier “liberal” position and shows that Rawls’s philosophy derived from
his self-conscious repudiation of Pelagianism. In closing, Nelson sketches
a way out of the argumentative maze for liberals who wish to emerge
with commitments to freedom and equality intact.
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The Emperor Who Never Was
Dara Shukoh in mughal india

Supriya Gandhi
The definitive biography of the eldest son of Emperor Shah
Jahan, whose death at the hands of his younger brother
Aurangzeb changed the course of South Asian history.

Dara Shukoh was the eldest son of Shah Jahan, the fifth Mughal
emperor, best known for commissioning the Taj Mahal as a mausoleum
for his beloved wife Mumtaz Mahal. Although the Mughals did not
practice primogeniture, Dara, a Sufi who studied Hindu thought, was
the presumed heir to the throne and prepared himself to be India’s next
ruler. In this exquisite narrative biography, the most comprehensive
ever written, Supriya Gandhi draws on archival sources to tell the story
of the four brothers—Dara, Shuja, Murad, and Aurangzeb—who with
their older sister Jahanara Begum clashed during a war of succession.
Aurangzeb executed his brothers, jailed his father, and became the sixth
and last great Mughal. After Aurangzeb’s reign, the Mughal Empire
began to disintegrate. Endless battles with rival rulers depleted the
royal coffers, until by the end of the seventeenth century Europeans
would start gaining a foothold along the edges of the subcontinent.
Historians have long wondered whether the Mughal Empire would
have crumbled when it did, allowing European traders to seize control
of India, if Dara Shukoh had ascended the throne. To many in South Asia,
Aurangzeb is the scholastic bigot who imposed a strict form of Islam and
alienated his non-Muslim subjects. Dara, by contrast, is mythologized as
a poet and mystic. Gandhi’s nuanced biography gives us a more complex
and revealing portrait of this Mughal prince than we have ever had.
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Bloc by Bloc
How to Build a Global Enterprise
for the New Regional Order

Steven Weber
At a time when globalization is taking a step backward,
what’s the best way to organize a global enterprise? The key,
explains political economist Steven Weber, is to prepare for a
world increasingly made up of competing regions defined by
their own rules and standards.
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Globalization has taken a hit as trade wars and resistance to mass migrations dominate headlines. Are we returning to the old world of standalone nations? Political economist Steven Weber argues that we are
heading toward something new. Global connectedness will not dissolve
but will be defined by “regional” blocs, demarcated more by the rules and
standards they follow than by territory. For leaders of firms and NGOs
with global ambitions, navigating this transformation is the strategic
challenge of the decade.
Not long ago, we thought the world was flattening out, offering a level
playing field to organizations striving for worldwide reach. As global economic governance expanded, firms shifted operations to wherever was
most efficient—designing in one country and buying, manufacturing,
and selling in others. Today, the world looks bumpier, with rising protectionism, national struggles over data control, and tensions over who
should set worldwide standards. Expect emerging regional blocs to be
dominated by the major rule-makers: the US, China, and possibly the EU.
Firms and NGOs will need to remake themselves by building complete,
semi-independent organizations in each region. Every nation will choose
which rule-maker it wants to align with, and it may not be the one next
door. This new world has the potential to be more prosperous, Weber
argues, but friction between the dynamics of geography and technology
will make it more risky.
Bloc by Bloc is a must-read for leaders and analysts facing tomorrow’s
world.
Steven Weber is Professor in the
School of Information and Department
of Political Science at the University of
California, Berkeley. He is a global leader
in the analysis of issues at the intersection of technology markets, intellectual
property, and international politics. His
books include The Success of Open Source
and (with Bruce W. Jentleson) The End
of Arrogance: America in the Global
Competition of Ideas.
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United States v. Apple
Competition in America

Chris Sagers
One of the most followed antitrust cases of recent times—
United States v. Apple—reveals an often missed truth: what
Americans most fear is competition itself.

In 2012 the Department of Justice accused Apple and five book publishers of conspiring to fix e-book prices. The evidence overwhelmingly
showed an unadorned price-fixing conspiracy that cost consumers
hundreds of millions of dollars. Yet before, during, and after the trial
millions of Americans sided with the defendants. Pundits on the left
and right condemned the government for its decision to sue, decrying
Amazon’s market share, railing against a new high-tech economy, and
rallying to defend beloved authors and publishers. For many, Amazon
was the one that should have been put on trial. But why? One fact went
unrecognized and unreckoned with: in practice, Americans have long
been ambivalent about competition.
Chris Sagers, a renowned antitrust expert, meticulously pulls apart
the misunderstandings and exaggerations that industries as diverse as
mom-and-pop grocers and producers of cast-iron sewer pipes have cited
to justify colluding to forestall competition. In each of these cases,
antitrust law, a time-honored vehicle to promote competition, is put on
the defensive. Herein lies the real insight of United States v. Apple. If we
desire competition as a policy, we must make peace with its sometimes
rough consequences. As bruising as markets in their ordinary operation
often seem, letting market forces play out has almost always benefited
the consumer. United States v. Apple shows why supporting cases that protect price competition, even when doing so hurts some of us, is crucial if
antitrust law is to protect and maintain markets.
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The Art of Classic Planning
Building Beautiful and Enduring Communities

Nir Haim Buras
An accomplished architect and urbanist goes back to
the roots of what makes cities attractive and livable,
demonstrating how we can restore function and
beauty to our urban spaces for the long term.
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Nearly everything we treasure in the world’s most beautiful cities
was built over a century ago. Cities like Prague, Paris, and Lisbon draw
millions of visitors from around the world because of their exquisite
architecture, walkable neighborhoods, and human scale. Yet a great deal
of the knowledge and practice behind successful city planning has been
abandoned over the last hundred years—not because of traffic, population growth, or other practical hurdles, but because of ill-considered
theories emerging from Modernism and reactions to it.
The errors of urban design over the last century are too great not to
question. The solutions being offered today—sustainability, walkability, smart and green technologies—hint at what has been lost and what
may be regained, but they remain piecemeal and superficial. In The Art of
Classic Planning, architect and planner Nir Buras documents and extends
the time-tested and holistic practices that held sway before the reign of
Modernism. With hundreds of full-colour illustrations and photographs
that will captivate architects, planners, administrators, and developers,
The Art of Classic Planning restores and revitalizes the foundations of
urban planning.
Inspired by venerable cities like Kyoto, Vienna, and Venice, and by
the great successes of L’Enfant’s Washington, Haussmann’s Paris, and
Burnham’s Chicago, Buras combines theory and a host of examples to
arrive at clear guidelines for best practices in classic planning for today’s
world. The Art of Classic Planning celebrates the enduring principles of
urban design and invites us to return to building beautiful cities.
Nir Haim Buras is an architect and city
planner with over thirty years of experience in strategic planning and transportation design. He has worked on the East
Side Access at Grand Central Terminal
in New York City, the International
Terminal at the Dallas / Fort Worth
Airport, the Tel Aviv Metro, and the US
Capitol Senate and House Office Buildings
in Washington, DC.
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City on a Hill
Urban Idealism in America from the
Puritans to the Present

Alex Krieger
A sweeping history of American cities and towns, and the
utopian aspirations that shaped them, by one of America’s
leading urban planners and scholars.

The first European settlers saw America as a paradise regained. The continent seemed to offer a God-given opportunity to start again and build the
perfect community. Those messianic days are gone. But as Alex Krieger
argues in City on a Hill, any attempt at deep understanding of how the
country has developed must recognize the persistent and dramatic consequences of utopian dreaming. Even as ideals have changed, idealism itself
has for better and worse shaped our world of bricks and mortar, macadam,
parks, and farmland. As he traces this uniquely American story from the
Pilgrims to the “smart city,” Krieger delivers a striking new history of our
built environment.
The Puritans were the first utopians, seeking a New Jerusalem in the
New England villages that still stand as models of small-town life. In the
Age of Revolution, Thomas Jefferson dreamed of citizen farmers tending
plots laid out across the continent in a grid of enlightened rationality. As
industrialization brought urbanization, reformers answered emerging
slums with a zealous crusade of grand civic architecture and designed
the vast urban parks vital to so many cities today. The twentieth century
brought cycles of suburban dreaming and urban renewal—one generation’s utopia forming the next one’s nightmare—and experiments as
diverse as Walt Disney’s EPCOT, hippie communes, and Las Vegas.
Krieger’s compelling and richly illustrated narrative reminds us, as we
formulate new ideals today, that we chase our visions surrounded by the
glories and failures of dreams gone by.
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Me the People
How Populism Transforms Democracy

Nadia Urbinati
A timely and incisive assessment of what the
success of populism means for democracy.

Populist movements have recently appeared in nearly every democracy
around the world. Yet our grasp of this disruptive political phenomenon remains woefully inadequate. Politicians of all stripes appeal to the
interests of the people, and every opposition party campaigns against
the current establishment. What, then, distinguishes populism from
run-of-the-mill democratic politics? And why should we be concerned by
its rise?
In Me the People, Nadia Urbinati argues that populism should be
regarded as a new form of representative government, one based on a
direct relationship between the leader and those the leader defines as
the “good” or “right” people. Populist leaders claim to speak to and for
the people without the need for intermediaries—in particular, political parties and independent media—whom they blame for betraying
the interests of the ordinary many. Urbinati shows that, while populist
governments remain importantly distinct from dictatorial or fascist
regimes, their dependence on the will of the leader, along with their
willingness to exclude the interests of those deemed outside the bounds
of the “good” or “right” people, stretches constitutional democracy to its
limits and opens a pathway to authoritarianism.
Weaving together theoretical analysis, the history of political
thought, and current affairs, Me the People presents an original and illuminating account of populism and its relation to democracy.
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Nadia Urbinati is the Kyriakos
Tsakopoulos Professor of Political Theory
in the Department of Political Science at
Columbia University. She is the author
of several books, including Democracy
Disfigured: Opinion, Truth, and the People;
The Tyranny of the Moderns; Representative
Democracy: Principles and Genealogy; and
Mill on Democracy: From the Athenian Polis to
Representative Government, which won the
David and Elaine Spitz Prize for the best
book in democratic theory.

Legitimacy
The Right to Govern in a Wanton World

Arthur Isak Applbaum
At an unsettled time for liberal democracy, with
global eruptions of authoritarian and arbitrary rule,
here is one of the first full-fledged philosophical
accounts of what makes governments legitimate.

What makes a government legitimate? The dominant view is that public
officials have the right to rule us, even if they are unfair or unfit, as
long as they gain power through procedures traceable to the consent of
the governed. In this rigorous and timely study, Arthur Isak Applbaum
argues that adherence to procedure is not enough: even a properly chosen
government does not rule legitimately if it fails to protect basic rights,
fails to treat its citizens as political equals, or fails to act coherently.
How are we to reconcile every person’s entitlement to freedom with
the necessity of coercive law? Applbaum’s answer is that a government
legitimately governs its citizens only if the government is a free group
agent constituted by free citizens. To be a such a group agent, a government
must uphold three principles. The liberty principle, requiring that the basic
rights of citizens be secured, is necessary to protect against inhumanity,
a tyranny in practice. The equality principle, requiring that citizens have
equal say in selecting who governs, is necessary to protect against despotism, a tyranny in title. The agency principle, requiring that a government’s
actions reflect its decisions and its decisions reflect its reasons, is necessary
to protect against wantonism, a tyranny of unreason.
Today, Applbaum writes, the greatest threat to the established democracies is neither inhumanity nor despotism but wantonism, the domination
of citizens by incoherent, inconstant, and incontinent rulers. A government
that cannot govern itself cannot legitimately govern others.
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Justice in Transactions
A Theory of Contract Law

Peter Benson
“One of the most important contributions to the field of
contract theory—if not the most important—in the past 25
years.” —Stephen A. Smith, McGill University
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Can we account for contract law on a moral basis that is acceptable from
the standpoint of liberal justice? To answer this question, Peter Benson
develops a theory of contract that is completely independent of—and
arguably superior to—long-dominant views, which take contract law to
be justified on the basis of economics or promissory morality. Through a
detailed analysis of contract principles and doctrines, Benson brings out
the specific normative conception underpinning the whole of contract
law. Contract, he argues, is best explained as a transfer of rights, which
is complete at the moment of agreement and is governed by a definite
conception of justice—justice in transactions.
Benson’s analysis provides what John Rawls called a public basis of
justification, which is as essential to the liberal legitimacy of contract as
to any other form of coercive law. The argument of Justice in Transactions
is expressly complementary to Rawls’s, presenting an original justification designed specifically for transactions, as distinguished from the
background institutions to which Rawls’s own theory applies. The result
is a field-defining work offering a comprehensive theory of contract law.
Benson shows that contract law is both justified in its own right and
fully congruent with other domains—moral, economic, and political—of
liberal society.
Peter Benson is Professor of Law at the University of Toronto. A
former clerk for the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada,
he is the author and editor of numerous books, including The Theory
of Contract Law and The Oxford Handbook of Jurisprudence. His work
appears in journals including Political Theory, Columbia Law Review,
Iowa Law Review, Cardozo Law Review, and Canadian Journal of Law and
Jurisprudence.
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Agents of Disorder
Inside China’s Cultural Revolution

Andrew G. Walder
Why did the Chinese party state collapse so quickly after the
onset of the Cultural Revolution? The award-winning author
of China Under Mao offers a surprising answer that holds a
powerful implicit warning for today’s governments.

By May 1966, just seventeen years after its founding, the People’s Republic
of China had become one of the most powerfully centralized states in
modern history. But that summer everything changed. Mao Zedong called
for students to attack intellectuals and officials who allegedly lacked
commitment to revolutionary principles. Rebels responded by toppling
local governments across the country, ushering in nearly two years of
conflict that in places came close to civil war and resulted in nearly 1.6
million dead.
How and why did the party state collapse so rapidly? Standard accounts
depict a revolution instigated from the top down and escalated from the
bottom up. In this pathbreaking reconsideration of the origins and trajectory of the Cultural Revolution, Andrew Walder offers a startling new
conclusion: party cadres seized power from their superiors, setting off a
chain reaction of violence, intensified by a mishandled army intervention.
This inside-out dynamic explains how virulent factions formed, why the
conflict escalated, and why the repression that ended the disorder was so
much worse than the violence it was meant to contain.
Based on over 2,000 local annals chronicling some 34,000 revolutionary episodes across China, Agents of Disorder offers an original interpretation of familiar but complex events and suggests a broader lesson for
our times: forces of order that we count on to stanch violence can instead
generate devastating bloodshed.
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The Other Digital China
Nonconfrontational Activism on the Social Web

Jing Wang
A scholar and activist tells the story of change makers
operating within the Chinese Communist system, whose
ideas of social action necessarily differ from those dominant
in Western, liberal societies.

The Chinese government has increased digital censorship under Xi
Jinping. Why? Because online activism works; it is perceived as a threat
in halls of power. In The Other Digital China, Jing Wang, a scholar at MIT
and an activist in China, shatters the view that citizens of nonliberal societies are either brainwashed or complicit, either imprisoned for speaking out or paralyzed by fear. Instead, Wang shows the impact of a less
confrontational kind of activism. Whereas Westerners tend to equate
action with open criticism and street revolutions, Chinese activists are
building an invisible and quiet coalition to bring incremental progress to
their society.
Many Chinese change makers practice nonconfrontational activism.
They prefer to walk around obstacles rather than break through them,
tactfully navigating between what is lawful and what is illegitimate.
The Other Digital China describes this massive gray zone where NGOs,
digital entrepreneurs, university students, IT companies like Tencent
and Sina, and tech communities operate. They study the policy winds in
Beijing, devising ways to press their case without antagonizing a regime
where taboo terms fluctuate at different moments. What emerges is an
ever-expanding networked activism on a grand scale. Under extreme
ideological constraints, the majority of Chinese activists opt for neither
revolution nor inertia. They share a mentality common in China: rules
are meant to be bent, if not resisted.
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The Caste of Merit
Engineering Education in India

Ajantha Subramanian
How the language of “merit” makes caste
privilege invisible in contemporary India.

Just as Americans least disadvantaged by racism are most likely to endorse
their country as post-racial, Indians who have benefited from their uppercaste affiliation rush to declare their country post-caste. In The Caste of
Merit, Ajantha Subramanian challenges this comfortable assumption by
illuminating the controversial relationships among technical education,
caste formation, and economic stratification in modern India. Through
in-depth study of the elite Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs)—widely
seen as symbols of national promise—she reveals the continued workings
of upper-caste privilege within the most modern institutions.
Caste has not disappeared in India but instead acquired a disturbing
invisibility—at least when it comes to the privileged. Only the lower
castes invoke their affiliation in the political arena, to claim resources
from the state. The upper castes discard such claims as backward, embarrassing, and unfair to those who have earned their position through hard
work and talent. Focusing on a long history of debates surrounding access
to engineering education, Subramanian argues that such defenses of
merit are themselves expressions of caste privilege. The case of the IITs
shows how this ideal of meritocracy serves the reproduction of inequality, ensuring that social stratification remains endemic to contemporary
democracies.
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Animal City
The Domestication of America

Andrew A. Robichaud
Why do America’s cities look the way they do?
If we want to know the answer, we should start by
looking at our relationship with animals.
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Americans once lived alongside animals. They raised them, worked
them, ate them, and lived off their products. This was true not just in
rural areas but also in cities, which were crowded with livestock and
beasts of burden. But as urban areas grew in the nineteenth century,
these relationships changed. Slaughterhouses, dairies, and hog ranches
receded into suburbs and hinterlands. Milk and meat increasingly came
from stores, while the family cow and pig gave way to the household pet.
This great shift, Andrew Robichaud reveals, transformed people’s relationships with animals and nature and radically altered ideas about what
it means to be human.
As Animal City illustrates, these transformations in human and
animal lives were not inevitable results of population growth but rather
followed decades of social and political struggles. City officials sought
to control urban animal populations and developed sweeping regulatory powers that ushered in new forms of urban life. Societies for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals worked to enhance certain animals’
moral standing in law and culture, in turn inspiring new child welfare
laws and spurring other wide-ranging reforms.
The animal city is still with us today. The urban landscapes we inhabit
are products of the transformations of the nineteenth century. From
urban development to environmental inequality, our cities still bear the
scars of the domestication of urban America.

Evangelicals Incorporated
Books and the business of religion in America

Daniel Vaca
A new history explores the commercial
heart of evangelical Christianity.

American evangelicalism is big business. For decades, the world’s largest
media conglomerates have sought out evangelical consumers, and evangelical books have regularly become international best sellers. In the
early 2000s, Rick Warren’s The Purpose Driven Life spent ninety weeks
on the New York Times Best Sellers list and sold more than thirty million
copies. But why have evangelicals achieved such remarkable commercial
success?
According to Daniel Vaca, evangelicalism depends upon commercialism. Tracing the once-humble evangelical book industry’s emergence
as a lucrative center of the US book trade, Vaca argues that evangelical
Christianity became religiously and politically prominent through
business activity. Through areas of commerce such as branding, retailing,
marketing, and finance, for-profit media companies have capitalized on
the expansive potential of evangelicalism for more than a century.
Rather than treat evangelicalism as a type of conservative
Protestantism that market forces have commodified and corrupted, Vaca
argues that evangelicalism is an expressly commercial religion. Although
religious traditions seem to incorporate people who embrace distinct
theological ideas and beliefs, Vaca shows, members of contemporary
consumer society often participate in religious cultures by engaging
commercial products and corporations. By examining the history of companies and corporate conglomerates that have produced and distributed
best-selling religious books, bibles, and more, Vaca not only illustrates
how evangelical ideas, identities, and alliances have developed through
commercial activity but also reveals how the production of evangelical
identity became a component of modern capitalism.
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Exposed
Why Our Health Insurance is Incomplete
and What Can Be Done about It

Christopher T. Robertson
A sharp exposé of the roots of the cost-exposure consensus
in American health care that shows how the next wave of
reform can secure real access and efficiency.
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The toxic battle over how to reshape American health care has overshadowed the underlying bipartisan agreement that health insurance
coverage should be incomplete. Both Democrats and Republicans expect
patients to bear a substantial portion of health care costs through deductibles, copayments, and coinsurance. In theory this strategy empowers
patients to make cost-benefit tradeoffs, encourages thrift and efficiency
in a system rife with waste, and defends against the moral hazard that can
arise from insurance. But in fact, as Christopher T. Robertson reveals, this
cost-exposure consensus keeps people from valuable care, causes widespread anxiety, and drives many patients and their families into bankruptcy and foreclosure.
Marshalling a decade of research, Exposed offers an alternative
framework that takes us back to the core purpose of insurance: pooling
resources to provide individuals access to care that would otherwise be
unaffordable. Robertson shows how the cost-exposure consensus has
changed the meaning and experience of health care and exchanged one
form of moral hazard for another. He also provides avenues of reform. If
cost exposure remains a primary strategy, physicians, hospitals, and other
providers must be held legally responsible for communicating those costs
to patients, and insurance companies should scale cost exposure to individuals’ ability to pay.
New and more promising models are on the horizon, if only we would
let go our misguided embrace of incomplete insurance.
Christopher T. Robertson is
Associate Dean for Research and
Innovation and Professor of Law at the
University of Arizona. He also teaches at
the Petrie-Flom Center for Health Law
Policy, Biotechnology, and Bioethics
at Harvard Law School. Robertson’s
articles have been published in leading
outlets such as the New England Journal
of Medicine and featured in the Wall
Street Journal, NBC News, NPR, and the
Washington Post.
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Pollution, Politics, and Power
The Struggle for Sustainable Electricity

Thomas O. McGarity
The electric power industry has been transformed
over the past forty years, becoming more reliable
and resilient while meeting environmental goals.
A big question now is how to prevent backsliding.

Pollution, Politics, and Power tells the story of the remarkable transformation of the electric power industry over the last four decades. Electric
power companies have morphed from highly polluting regulated monopolies into competitive, deregulated businesses that generate, transmit,
and distribute cleaner electricity. Power companies are investing heavily in natural gas and utility-scale renewable resources and have stopped
building new coal-fired plants. They facilitate end-use efficiency and
purchase excess electricity produced by rooftop solar panels and backyard
wind turbines, helping to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions.
But these beneficial changes have come with costs. The once-powerful coal industry is on the edge of ruin, with existing coal-fired plants
closing and coal mines shutting down. As a result, communities throughout Appalachia suffer from high unemployment and reduced resources,
which have exacerbated a spiraling opioid epidemic. The Trump administration’s efforts to revive the coal industry by scaling back environmental
controls and reregulating electricity prices have had little effect on the
coal industry’s decline.
Major advances therefore come with warning signs, which we must
heed in charting the continuing course of sustainable electricity. In
Pollution, Politics, and Power, Thomas O. McGarity examines the progress
made, details lessons learned, and looks to the future with suggestions for
building a more sustainable grid while easing the economic downsides of
coal’s demise.
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Criminal Dissent
Prosecutions under the alien and
sedition acts of 1798

Wendell Bird
In the first complete account of prosecutions under the
Alien and Sedition Acts, dozens of previously unknown cases
come to light, revealing the lengths to which the John Adams
administration went in order to criminalize dissent.
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The campaign to prosecute dissenting Americans under the Alien and
Sedition Acts of 1798 ignited the first battle over the Bill of Rights.
Fearing destructive criticism and “domestic treachery” by Republicans,
the administration of John Adams led a determined effort to safeguard
the young republic by suppressing the opposition.
The acts gave the president unlimited discretion to deport noncitizens and made it a crime to criticize the president, Congress, or the
federal government. In this definitive account, Wendell Bird goes back
to the original federal court records and the papers of Secretary of State
Timothy Pickering and finds that the administration’s zeal was far
greater than historians have recognized. Indeed, there were twice as
many prosecutions and planned deportations as previously believed. The
government went after local politicians, raisers of liberty poles, and even
tavern drunks but most often targeted Republican newspaper editors,
including Benjamin Franklin’s grandson. Those found guilty were sent to
prison or fined and sometimes forced to sell their property to survive.
The Alien and Sedition Acts launched a foundational debate on press
freedom, freedom of speech, and the legitimacy of opposition politics.
The result was widespread revulsion over the government’s attempt
to deprive Americans of their hard-won liberties. Criminal Dissent is a
potent reminder of just how fundamental those rights are to a stable
democracy.
Wendell Bird is a visiting scholar at
Emory University School of Law and the
author of Press and Speech under Assault:
The Early Supreme Court Justices, the
Sedition Act of 1798, and the Campaign
against Dissent. He holds a D.Phil. in legal
history from the University of Oxford and
a J.D. from Yale Law School.
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Equal Justice
Fair Legal Systems in an Unfair World

Frederick Wilmot-Smith
A philosophical and legal argument for equal access to good
lawyers and other legal resources.

Should your risk of wrongful conviction depend on your wealth? We
wouldn’t dream of passing a law to that effect, but our legal system,
which permits the rich to buy the best lawyers, enables wealth to affect
legal outcomes. Clearly justice depends not only on the substance of laws
but also on the system that administers them.
In Equal Justice, Frederick Wilmot-Smith offers an account of a topic
neglected in theory and undermined in practice: justice in legal institutions. He argues that the benefits and burdens of legal systems should
be shared equally and that divergences from equality must issue from a
fair procedure. He also considers how the ideal of equal justice might be
made a reality. Least controversially, legal resources must sometimes be
granted to those who cannot afford them. More radically, we may need
to rethink the centrality of the market to legal systems. Markets in legal
resources entrench pre-existing inequalities, allocate injustice to those
without means, and enable the rich to escape the law’s demands. None of
this can be justified. Many people think that markets in health care are
unjust; it may be time to think of legal services in the same way.
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The Logical Alien
edited by Sofia Miguens
“A remarkable book capable of reshaping what one takes
philosophy to be.”
—Cora Diamond, Kenan Professor of Philosophy,
Emerita, University of Virginia
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Could there be a logical alien—a being whose ways of talking, inferring,
and contradicting exhibit an entirely different logical shape than ours,
yet who nonetheless is thinking? Could someone, contrary to the most
basic rules of logic, think that two contradictory statements are both true
at the same time? Such questions may seem outlandish, but they serve
to highlight a fundamental philosophical question: is our logical form of
thought merely one among many, or must it be the form of thought as
such?
From Descartes and Kant to Frege and Wittgenstein, philosophers have
wrestled with variants of this question, and with a range of competing
answers. A seminal 1991 paper, James Conant’s “The Search for Logically
Alien Thought,” placed that question at the forefront of contemporary
philosophical inquiry. The Logical Alien, edited by Sofia Miguens, gathers
Conant’s original article with reflections on it by eight distinguished philosophers—Jocelyn Benoist, Matthew Boyle, Arata Hamawaki, Martin
Gustafsson, Adrian Moore, Barry Stroud, Peter Sullivan, and Charles
Travis. Conant follows with a wide-ranging response that places the philosophical discussion in historical context, critiques his original paper,
addresses the exegetical and systematic issues raised by others, and presents an alternative account.
The Logical Alien challenges contemporary conceptions of how logical
and philosophical form must each relate to their content. This monumental volume offers the possibility of a new direction in philosophy.
Sofia Miguens is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Porto,
where she leads the Mind, Language, and Action group at the Institute of
Philosophy. She is the author of seven books and former president of the
Portuguese Philosophical Association.
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Home in America
On Loss and Retrieval

Thomas Dumm
An extraordinary inquiry into the meaning of home, through
explorations literary and political, philosophical and deeply
personal, by the acclaimed author of Loneliness as a Way of
Life.

Thomas Dumm is William H. Hastie ’25
Professor of Political Science at Amherst
College. He has received a Guggenheim
Fellowship and is the author of Loneliness
as a Way of Life; A Politics of the Ordinary;
and Democracy and Punishment:
Disciplinary Origins of the United States.
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Home as an imagined refuge. Home as a place of mastery and domination. Home as a destination and the place we try to escape from. Thomas
Dumm explores these distinctively American understandings of home.
He takes us from Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello and Henry David
Thoreau’s Walden to Laura Ingalls Wilder’s little house on the prairie and
Emily Dickinson’s homestead, and finally to the house Herman Wallace
imagined and that sustained him during his forty-one years of solitary
confinement at Angola State Penitentiary.
Dumm argues that it is impossible to separate the comforting and
haunting aspects of home. Each chapter reveals a different dimension of
the American experience of home: slavery at Monticello, radical individuality at Walden, Indian-hating in the pioneer experience, and the power
of remembering and imagining home in extreme confinement as a means
of escape. Hidden in these homes are ghosts—enslaved and imprisoned
African Americans, displaced and massacred Native Americans, subordinated homemakers, all struggling to compose their lives in a place called
home.
Framed by a prologue, “Dad,” and an epilogue, “Mom,” in which
the author reflects on his own experiences growing up in western
Pennsylvania with young parents in a family of nine children, Home in
America is a masterful meditation on the richness and poverty of an idea
that endures in the world we have made.
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Democracy in China
The Coming Crisis

Jiwei Ci
A respected Chinese political philosopher calls for the
Communist Party to take the lead in moving China along the
path to democracy before it is too late.
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With Xi Jinping potentially set as president for life, China’s move toward
political democracy may appear stalled. But Jiwei Ci argues that four
decades of reform have created a mentality in the Chinese people that
is just waiting for the political system to catch up, resulting in a disjunction between popular expectations and political realities. The inherent
tensions in a largely democratic society without a democratic political
system will trigger an unprecedented crisis of legitimacy, forcing the
Communist Party to act or die.
Two crises loom for the government. First is the waning of the
Communist Party’s revolutionary legacy, which the party itself sees as a
grave threat. Second is the fragility of the next leadership transition. No
amount of economic success will compensate for the party’s legitimacy
deficit when the time comes. The only effective response, Ci argues, will
be an orderly transition to democracy. To that end, the Chinese government needs to start priming its citizens for democracy, preparing them
for new civil rights and civic responsibilities. Embracing this pragmatic
role offers the Communist Party a chance to survive. Its leaders therefore
have good reason to initiate democratic change.
Sure to challenge the Communist Party and stir debate, Democracy in
China brings an original and important voice to an issue with far-reaching
consequences for China and the world.
Jiwei Ci is Professor of Philosophy at
the University of Hong Kong. He is the
author of Moral China in the Age of Reform,
The Two Faces of Justice, and Dialectic of the
Chinese Revolution: From Utopianism to
Hedonism. He has held research fellowships at the Institute for Advanced Study
in Princeton, the National Humanities
Center, and the Stanford Humanities
Center.
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Making Black Scientists
A Call to Action

Marybeth Gasman • Thai-Huy Nguyen
Americans have access to some of the best science education
in the world, but too often black students are excluded from
these opportunities. This essential book by leading voices
in the field of education reform offers an inspiring vision of
how America’s universities can guide a new generation
of African Americans to success in science.

Thai-Huy Nguyen is Assistant Professor
of Education at Seattle University and Senior
Research Associate at the Penn Center for
Minority Serving Institutions.
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Educators, research scientists, and college administrators have all called
for a new commitment to diversity in the sciences, but most universities struggle to truly support black students in these fields. Historically
black colleges and universities (HBCUs) are different, though. Marybeth
Gasman, widely celebrated as an education-reform visionary, and ThaiHuy Nguyen show that many HBCUs have proven adept at helping their
students achieve in the sciences. There is a lot we can learn from these
exemplary schools.
Gasman and Nguyen explore ten innovative schools that have
increased the number of black students studying science and improved
those students’ performance. Educators on these campuses have a keen
sense of their students’ backgrounds and circumstances, familiarity that
helps their science departments avoid the high rates of attrition that
plague departments elsewhere. The most effective science programs at
HBCUs emphasize teaching when considering whom to hire and promote, encourage students to collaborate rather than compete, and offer
more opportunities for black students to find role models among both
professors and peers.
Making Black Scientists reveals the secrets to these institutions’ striking successes and shows how other colleges and universities can follow
their lead. The result is a bold new agenda for institutions that want to
better serve African American students.

science · technology · education
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Desert Navigator
The Journey of an Ant

Rüdiger Wehner
A world-renowned researcher of animal behavior reveals
the extraordinary orienteering skills of desert ants,
offering a thrilling account of the sophisticated ways
insects function in their natural environments.
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“This book is a masterpiece par
excellence! Superb science,
eloquently and engagingly written
and beautifully illustrated.”

Cataglyphis desert ants are agile ultrarunners who can tolerate nearlethal temperatures when they forage in the hot midday sun. But it is
their remarkable navigational abilities that make these ants so fascinating to study. Whether in the Sahara or its ecological equivalents in the
Namib Desert and Australian Outback, the Cataglyphis navigators can
set out foraging across vast expanses of desert terrain in search of prey,
and then find the shortest way home. For almost half a century, Rüdiger
Wehner and his collaborators have devised elegant experiments to
unmask how they do it.
Through a lively and lucid narrative, Desert Navigator offers a firsthand look at the extraordinary navigational skills of these charismatic
desert dwellers and the experiments that revealed how they strategize
and solve complex problems. Wehner and his team discovered that these
insect navigators use visual cues in the sky that humans are unable
to see, the Earth’s magnetic field, wind direction, a step counter, and
panoramic “snapshots” of landmarks, among other resources. The ants
combine all of this information to steer an optimal course. At any given
time during their long journey, they know exactly where to go. It is no
wonder these nimble and versatile creatures have become models in the
study of animal navigation.
Desert Navigator brings to light the marvelous capacity and complexity found in these remarkable insects and shows us how mini brains can
solve mega tasks.

— Bert Hölldobler, Foundation
Professor of Life Sciences
and Regent’s Professor,
Arizona State University
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Rüdiger Wehner is Professor
Emeritus at the Brain Research Institute,
University of Zurich. He is International
Honorary Member of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences as well
as the American Philosophical Society,
and principal author of the well-known
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Prospective Longevity
A New Vision of Population Aging

Warren C. Sanderson • Sergei Scherbov
From two leading experts, a revolutionary new way to think
about and measure aging.

Aging is a complex phenomenon. We usually think of chronological age
as a benchmark, but it is actually a backward way of defining lifespan. It
tells us how long we’ve lived so far, but what about the rest of our lives?
In this pathbreaking book, Warren C. Sanderson and Sergei Scherbov
provide a new way to measure individual and population aging. Instead
of counting how many years we’ve lived, we should think about the
number of years we have left, our “prospective age.” Two people who
share the same chronological age probably have different prospective
ages, because one will outlive the other. Combining their forward-thinking measure of our remaining years with other health metrics,
Sanderson and Scherbov show how we can generate better demographic
estimates, which inform better policies. Measuring prospective age helps
make sense of observed patterns of survival, reorients understanding
of health in old age, and clarifies the burden of old-age dependency. The
metric also brings valuable data to debates over equitable intergenerational pensions.
Sanderson and Scherbov’s pioneering model has already been adopted
by the United Nations. Prospective Longevity offers us all an opportunity
to rethink aging, so that we can make the right choices for our societal
and economic health.
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Warren C. Sanderson is Professor of Economics at Stony Brook
University and Research Scholar at the International Institute for
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Sergei Scherbov is Deputy Program Director of the World Population
Program at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
and Director of Demographic Analysis at the Wittgenstein Centre for
Demography and Global Human Capital.
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The Missing Course
Everything they never taught you
about college teaching

David Gooblar
Professors know a lot, but they are rarely taught how to
teach. The author of the Chronicle of Higher Education’s
popular “Pedagogy Unbound” column explains everything you
need to know to be a successful college instructor.
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College is changing, but the way we train academics is not. Most professors are still trained to be researchers first and teachers a distant second,
even as scholars are increasingly expected to excel in the classroom.
There has been a revolution in teaching and learning over the past
generation, and we now have a whole new understanding of how the
brain works and how students learn. But most academics have neither
the time nor the resources to catch up to the latest research or train
themselves to be excellent teachers. The Missing Course offers scholars at
all levels a field guide to the state of the art in teaching and learning and
is packed with invaluable insights to help students learn in any discipline.
Wary of the folk wisdom of the faculty lounge, David Gooblar
builds his lessons on the newest findings and years of experience. From
active-learning strategies to course design to getting students talking,
The Missing Course walks you through the fundamentals of the student-centered classroom, one in which the measure of success is not how
well you lecture but how much students learn. Along the way, readers
will find ideas and tips they can use in their classrooms right away.
David Gooblar teaches writing and rhetoric at the University of Iowa.
His column in the Chronicle of Higher Education, “Pedagogy Unbound,”
offers college teachers practical advice, informed by research, on how
to create more effective student-centered classrooms. He has written
widely on American literature, including most recently the book The
Major Phases of Philip Roth.
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What Remains
Bringing America’s Missing Home from
the Vietnam War

Sarah E. Wagner
Nearly 1,600 Americans are still unaccounted for and
presumed dead from the Vietnam War. These are the stories
of those who mourn and continue to search for them.

For many families the Vietnam War remains unsettled. Nearly 1,600
Americans—and more than 300,000 Vietnamese—involved in the
conflict are still unaccounted for. In What Remains Sarah E. Wagner tells
the stories of America’s missing service members and the families and
communities that continue to search for them. From the scientists who
work to identify the dead using bits of bone unearthed in Vietnamese
jungles to the relatives who press government officials to find the
remains of their loved ones, Wagner introduces us to the men and women
who seek to bring the missing back home. Through their experiences she
examines the ongoing toll of America’s most fraught war.
Every generation has known the uncertainties of war. Collective
memorials, such as the Tomb of the Unknowns in Arlington National
Cemetery, testify to the many service members who never return, their
fates still unresolved. But advances in forensic science have provided
new and powerful tools to identify the remains of the missing, often
from the merest trace—a tooth or other fragment. These new techniques
have enabled military experts to recover, repatriate, identify, and return
the remains of lost service members. So promising are these scientific
developments that they have raised the expectations of military families
hoping to locate their missing. As Wagner shows, the possibility of such
homecomings compels Americans to wrestle anew with their memories,
as with the weight of their loved ones’ sacrifices, and to reevaluate what
it means to wage war and die on behalf of the nation.
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Sarah E. Wagner has written widely
on war and its devastations, focusing in
particular on forensic efforts to recover
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Washington University.
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Automation and Utopia
Human Flourishing in a World without Work

John Danaher
Automating technologies threaten to usher in a workless
future. But this can be a good thing—if we play our cards
right.

Human obsolescence is imminent. The factories of the future will be dark,
staffed by armies of tireless robots. The hospitals of the future will have
fewer doctors, depending instead on cloud-based AI to diagnose patients
and recommend treatments. The homes of the future will anticipate our
wants and needs and provide all the entertainment, food, and distraction
we could ever desire.
To many, this is a depressing prognosis, an image of civilization
replaced by its machines. But what if an automated future is something
to be welcomed rather than feared? Work is a source of misery and
oppression for most people, so shouldn’t we do what we can to hasten its
demise? Automation and Utopia makes the case for a world in which, free
from need or want, we can spend our time inventing and playing games
and exploring virtual realities that are more deeply engaging and absorbing than any we have experienced before, allowing us to achieve idealized
forms of human flourishing.
The idea that we should “give up” and retreat to the virtual may seem
shocking, even distasteful. But John Danaher urges us to embrace the possibilities of this new existence. The rise of automating technologies presents a utopian moment for humankind, providing both the motive and
the means to build a better future.
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John Danaher is a Senior Lecturer in
Law at National University of Ireland
(NUI) Galway and coeditor of Robot Sex:
Social and Ethical Implications. He has
published over forty papers on topics
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appeared in The Guardian, Aeon, and The
Philosophers’ Magazine.

Neptune’s Laboratory
Fantasy, Fear, and Science at Sea

Antony Adler
An eyewitness to profound change affecting marine
environments on the Newfoundland coast, Antony Adler
argues that the history of our relationship with the ocean lies
as much in what we imagine as in what we discover.

We have long been fascinated with the oceans, seeking “to pierce the
profundity” of their depths. In studying the history of marine science,
we also learn about ourselves. Neptune’s Laboratory explores the ways in
which scientists, politicians, and the public have invoked ocean environments in imagining the fate of humanity and of the planet—conjuring ideal-world fantasies alongside fears of our species’ weakness and
ultimate demise.
Oceans gained new prominence in the public imagination in the early
nineteenth century as scientists plumbed the depths and marine fisheries were industrialized. Concerns that fish stocks could be exhausted
soon emerged. In Europe these fears gave rise to internationalist aspirations, as scientists sought to conduct research on an oceanwide scale
and nations worked together to protect their fisheries. The internationalist program for marine research waned during World War I, only to be
revived in the interwar period and again in the 1960s. During the Cold
War, oceans were variously recast as battlefields, post-apocalyptic living
spaces, and utopian frontiers.
The ocean today has become a site of continuous observation and
experiment, as probes ride the ocean currents and autonomous and
remotely operated vehicles peer into the abyss. Embracing our fears,
fantasies, and scientific investigations, Antony Adler tells the story of
our relationship with the seas.
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Spenserian Moments
Gordon Teskey
From the distinguished literary scholar Gordon Teskey
comes an essay collection that restores Spenser to his
rightful prominence in Renaissance studies, opening up the
epic of The Faerie Queene as a grand, improvisatory project
on human nature, and arguing—controversially—that it is
Spenser, not Milton, who is the more important and relevant
poet for the modern world.

There is more adventure in The Faerie Queene than in any other major
English poem. But the epic of Arthurian knights, ladies, and dragons in
Faerie Land, beloved by C. S. Lewis, is often regarded as quaint and obscure,
and few critics have analyzed the poem as an experiment in open thinking. In this remarkable collection, the renowned literary scholar Gordon
Teskey examines the masterwork with care and imagination, explaining
the theory of allegory—now and in Edmund Spenser’s Elizabethan age—
and illuminating the poem’s improvisatory moments as it embarks upon
fairy tale, myth, and enchantment.
Milton, often considered the greatest English poet after Shakespeare,
called Spenser his “original.” But Teskey argues that while Milton’s rigid
ideology in Paradise Lost has failed the test of time, Spenser’s allegory
invites engagement on contemporary terms ranging from power, gender,
violence, and virtue ethics, to mobility, the posthuman, and the future of
the planet. The Faerie Queene was unfinished when Spenser died in his forties. It is the brilliant work of a poet of youthful energy and philosophical
vision who opens up new questions instead of answering old ones. The
epic’s grand finale, “The Mutabilitie Cantos,” delivers a vision of human
life as dizzyingly turbulent and constantly changing, leaving a future
open to everything.
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Gordon Teskey, Professor of English
at Harvard University, is a preeminent
scholar of Spenser and Milton. He is editor
of the Norton Edition of Paradise Lost and
author of Allegory and Violence, Delirious
Milton, and The Poetry of John Milton,
which won the Christian Gauss Award
for literary criticism. He is an Honored
Scholar of the Milton Society of America,
and delivered the Kathleen Williams
Lecture on Spenser at the International
Spenser Society in 2017.

Selling the Story
Transaction and Narrative Value in Balzac,
Dostoevsky, and Zola

Jonathan Paine
A literary scholar and investment banker applies economic
criticism to canonical novels, dramatically changing the
way we read these classics, and proposing a new model
for how economics can inform literary analysis.

Every writer is a player in the marketplace for literature. Jonathan Paine
locates the economics ingrained within the stories themselves, revealing
how a text provides a record of its author’s attempt to sell the story to his
or her readers.
An unusual literary scholar with a background in finance, Paine mines
stories for evidence of the conditions of their production. Through his
wholly original reading, Balzac’s The Splendors and Miseries of Courtesans
becomes a secret diary of its author’s struggles to cope with the commercializing influence of serial publication in newspapers. The Brothers
Karamazov transforms into a story of Dostoevsky’s sequential bets with
his readers, present and future, about how to write a novel. Zola’s Money
documents the rise of big business and is itself a product of Zola’s own big
business, his factory of novels.
Combining close readings with detailed analyses of nineteenthcentury publishing contexts in which prose fiction first became a product, Selling the Story shows how the business of literature affects even
literary devices such as genre, plot, and repetition. Paine argues that no
book can be properly understood without reference to its point of sale:
the author’s knowledge of the market, of reader expectations, and of his
or her own efforts to define and achieve literary value.
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Author Unknown
The Power of Anonymity in Ancient Rome

Tom Geue
An exploration of the darker corners of ancient Rome to
spotlight the strange sorcery of anonymous literature.

From Banksy to Elena Ferrante to the unattributed parchments of
ancient Rome, art without clear authorship fascinates and even offends
us. Classical scholarship tends to treat this anonymity as a problem or
game—a defect to be repaired or mystery to be solved. Author Unknown
is the first book to consider anonymity as a site of literary interest rather
than a gap that needs filling. We can tether each work to an identity, or
we can stand back and ask how the absence of a name affects the meaning
and experience of literature.
Tom Geue turns to antiquity to show what the suppression or loss of a
name can do for literature. Anonymity supported the illusion of Augustus’s
sprawling puppet mastery (Res Gestae), controlled and destroyed the victims of a curse (Ovid’s Ibis), and created out of whole cloth a poetic persona and career (Phaedrus’s Fables). To assume these texts are missing
something is to dismiss a source of their power and presume that ancient
authors were as hungry for fame as today’s.
In this original look at Latin literature, Geue asks us to work with anonymity rather than against it and to appreciate the continuing power of
anonymity in our own time.
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When Novels Were Books
Jordan Alexander Stein
A literary scholar explains how eighteenth-century
novels were manufactured, sold, bought, owned,
collected, and read alongside Protestant religious texts.
As the novel developed into a mature genre, it had to
distinguish itself from these similar-looking books and
become what we now call “literature.”

Literary scholars have explained the rise of the Anglophone novel using
a range of tools, from Ian Watt’s theories to James Watt’s inventions.
Contrary to established narratives, When Novels Were Books reveals that
the genre beloved of so many readers today was not born secular, national,
middle-class, or female.
For the first three centuries of their history, novels came into readers’
hands primarily as printed sheets ordered into a codex bound along one
edge between boards or paper wrappers. Consequently, they shared some
formal features of other codices, such as almanacs and Protestant religious books produced by the same printers. Novels are often mistakenly
credited for developing a formal feature (“character”) that was in fact
incubated in religious books.
The novel did not emerge all at once: it had to differentiate itself from
the goods with which it was in competition. Though it was written for
sequential reading, the early novel’s main technology for dissemination
was the codex, a platform designed for random access. This peculiar circumstance led to the genre’s insistence on continuous, cover-to-cover
reading even as the “media platform” it used encouraged readers to dip
in and out at will and read discontinuously. Jordan Alexander Stein traces
this tangled history, showing how the physical format of the book shaped
the stories that were fit to print.
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The Caliphate of Man
Popular Sovereignty in Modern Islamic Thought

Andrew F. March
A political theorist teases out the century-old ideological
transformation at the heart of contemporary discourse in
Muslim nations undergoing political change.
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The Arab Spring precipitated a crisis in political Islam. In Egypt Islamists
have been crushed. In Turkey they have descended into authoritarianism.
In Tunisia they govern but without the label of “political Islam.” Andrew
March explores how, before this crisis, Islamists developed a unique
theory of popular sovereignty, one that promised to determine the future
of democracy in the Middle East.
This began with the claim of divine sovereignty, the demand to restore
the sharī‘a in modern societies. But prominent theorists of political Islam
also advanced another principle, the Quranic notion that God’s authority
on earth rests not with sultans or with scholars’ interpretation of written
law but with the entirety of the Muslim people, the umma. Drawing on
this argument, utopian theorists such as Abū’l-A‘lā Mawdūdī and Sayyid
Qut.b released into the intellectual bloodstream the doctrine of the caliphate of man: while God is sovereign, He has appointed the multitude of
believers as His vicegerent. The Caliphate of Man argues that the doctrine
of the universal human caliphate underpins a specific democratic theory,
a kind of Islamic republic of virtue in which the people have authority
over the government and religious leaders. But is this an ideal regime destined to survive only as theory?
Andrew F. March is Associate Professor of Political Science at the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. March’s first book, Islam and
Liberal Citizenship, won the Award for Excellence in the Study of Religion
from the American Academy of Religion.
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Blood Libel
On the Trail of an Antisemitic Myth

Magda Teter
A landmark history of the antisemitic blood libel myth—
how it took root in Europe, spread with the invention of the
printing press, and persists today.

Accusations that Jews ritually killed Christian children emerged in the
mid-twelfth century, following the death of twelve-year-old William of
Norwich, England, in 1144. Later, continental Europeans added a destructive twist: Jews murdered Christian children to use their blood. While
charges that Jews poisoned wells and desecrated the communion host
waned over the years, the blood libel survived.
Initially blood libel stories were confined to monastic chronicles and
local lore. But the development of the printing press in the mid-fifteenth
century expanded the audience and crystallized the vocabulary, images,
and “facts” of the blood libel, providing a lasting template for hate. Tales
of Jews killing Christians—notably Simon of Trent, a toddler whose body
was found under a Jewish house in 1475—were widely disseminated
using the new technology. Following the paper trail across Europe, from
England to Italy to Poland, Magda Teter shows how the blood libel was
internalized and how Jews and Christians dealt with the repercussions.
The pattern established in early modern Europe still plays out today.
In 2014 the Anti-Defamation League appealed to Facebook to take down
a page titled “Jewish Ritual Murder.” The following year white supremacists gathered in England to honor Little Hugh of Lincoln as a sacrificial
victim of the Jews. Based on sources in eight countries and ten languages,
Blood Libel captures the long shadow of a pernicious myth.
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Laying Down the Law
The American Legal Revolutions in
Occupied Germany and Japan

R. W. Kostal
A legal historian opens a window on the monumental
postwar effort to remake fascist Germany and Japan into
liberal rule-of-law nations, shedding new light on the limits of
America’s ability to impose democracy on defeated countries.
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Following victory in WWII, American leaders devised an extraordinarily
bold policy for the occupations of Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan: to
achieve their permanent demilitarization by compelled democratization. A quintessentially American feature of this policy was the replacement of fascist legal orders with liberal rule-of-law regimes.
In his comparative investigation of these epic reform projects, noted
legal historian R. W. Kostal shows that Americans found it easier to
initiate the reconstruction of foreign legal orders than to complete the
process. While American agencies made significant inroads in the elimination of fascist public law in Germany and Japan, they were markedly
less successful in generating allegiance to liberal legal ideas and institutions.
Drawing on rich archival sources, Kostal probes how legal-reconstructive successes were impeded by German and Japanese resistance on one
side, and by the glaring deficiencies of American theory, planning, and
administration on the other. Kostal argues that the manifest failings
of America’s own rule-of-law democracy weakened US credibility and
resolve in bringing liberal democracy to occupied Germany and Japan.
In Laying Down the Law, Kostal tells a dramatic story of the United
States as an ambiguous force for moral authority in the Cold War international system, making a major contribution to American and global
history of the rule of law.
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Tacky’s Revolt
The Story of an Atlantic Slave War

Vincent Brown
A gripping account of the largest slave revolt in the
eighteenth-century British Atlantic world, an uprising that
laid bare the interconnectedness of Europe, Africa, and
America, shook the foundations of empire, and reshaped
ideas of race and popular belonging.

In the second half of the eighteenth century, as European imperial
conflicts extended the domain of capitalist agriculture, warring African
factions fed their captives to the transatlantic slave trade while masters
struggled continuously to keep their restive slaves under the yoke. In
this contentious atmosphere, a movement of enslaved West Africans
in Jamaica (then called Coromantees) organized to throw off that yoke
by violence. Their uprising—which became known as Tacky’s Revolt—
featured a style of fighting increasingly familiar today: scattered militias
opposing great powers, with fighters hard to distinguish from noncombatants. It was also part of a more extended borderless conflict that spread
from Africa to the Americas and across the island. Even after it was put
down, the insurgency rumbled throughout the British Empire at a time
when slavery seemed the dependable bedrock of its dominion. That certitude would never be the same, nor would the views of black lives, which
came to inspire both more fear and more sympathy than before.
Tracing the roots, routes, and reverberations of this event across
disparate parts of the Atlantic world, Vincent Brown offers us a superb
geopolitical thriller. Tacky’s Revolt expands our understanding of the relationship between European, African, and American history, as it speaks to
our understanding of wars of terror today.
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Battling Bella
The protest politics of bella abzug

Leandra Ruth Zarnow
Bella Abzug’s promotion of women’s and gay rights, universal
childcare, green energy, and more provoked not only fierce
opposition from Republicans but a split within her own
party. The story of this notorious, galvanizing force in the
Democrats’ “New Politics” insurgency is a biography for our
times.
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Before Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Elizabeth Warren, or Hillary Clinton,
there was New York’s Bella Abzug. With a fiery rhetorical style forged in
the 1960s antiwar movement, Abzug vigorously promoted gender parity,
economic justice, and the need to “bring Congress back to the people.”
The 1970 congressional election season saw Abzug, in her trademark
broad-brimmed hats, campaigning on the slogan “This Woman’s Place Is
in the House—the House of Representatives.” Having won her seat, she
advanced the feminist agenda in ways big and small, from gaining full
access for congresswomen to the House swimming pool to cofounding
the National Women’s Political Caucus to putting the title “Ms.” into the
political lexicon. Beyond women’s rights, “Sister Bella” promoted gay
rights, privacy rights, and human rights, and pushed legislation relating to
urban, environmental, and foreign affairs.
Her stint in Congress lasted just six years—it ended when she decided
to seek the Democrats’ 1976 New York senate nomination, a race she lost
to Daniel Patrick Moynihan by less than 1 percent. Their primary contest,
while gendered, was also an ideological struggle for the heart of the
Democratic Party. Abzug’s protest politics had helped for a time to shift
the center of politics to the left, but her progressive positions also fueled a
backlash from conservatives who thought change was going too far.
This deeply researched political biography highlights how, as 1960s
radicalism moved protest into electoral politics, Abzug drew fire from
establishment politicians across the political spectrum—but also inspired
a generation of women.
Leandra Ruth Zarnow is Assistant
Professor of History at the University
of Houston. Winner of the 2010 Judith
Lee Ridge Prize from the Western
Association of Women Historians, she has
received many grants and fellowships and
previously taught at Stanford University.
She dates her interest in exploring the
links between social movement organizing
and power politics to her earliest
internships at the White House and NOW
Legal Defense and Education Fund.
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Talk Radio’s America
How an Industry Took Over a Political
Party That Took Over the United States

Brian Rosenwald
The cocreator of the Washington Post’s “Made by
History” blog reveals how the rise of conservative
talk radio gave us a Republican Party incapable of
governing and paved the way for Donald Trump.

America’s long road to the Trump presidency began on August 1, 1988,
when, desperate for content to save AM radio, top media executives
stumbled on a new format that would turn the political world upside
down. They little imagined that in the coming years their brainchild
would polarize the country and make it nearly impossible to govern. Rush
Limbaugh, an enormously talented former disc jockey—opinionated,
brash, and unapologetically conservative—pioneered a pathbreaking
infotainment program that captured the hearts of an audience no media
executive knew existed. Limbaugh’s listeners yearned for a champion
to punch back against those maligning their values. Within a decade,
this format would grow from fifty-nine stations to over one thousand,
keeping millions of Americans company as they commuted, worked, and
shouted back at their radios. The concept pioneered by Limbaugh was
quickly copied by cable news and digital media.
Radio hosts form a deep bond with their audience, which gives them
enormous political power. Unlike elected representatives, however,
they must entertain their audience or watch their ratings fall. Talk radio
boosted the Republican agenda in the 1990s, but two decades later, escalation in the battle for the airwaves pushed hosts toward ever more conservative, outrageous, and hyperbolic content.
Donald Trump borrowed conservative radio hosts’ playbook and gave
Republican base voters the kind of pugnacious candidate they had been
demanding for decades. By 2016, a political force no one intended to create had completely transformed American politics.
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The Rise of the Latino Vote
A History

Benjamin Francis-Fallon
A new history reveals how the rise of the Latino vote has
redrawn the political map and what it portends for the future
of American politics.

The impact of the Latino vote is a constant subject of debate among
pundits and scholars. Will it sway elections? And how will the political
parties respond to the growing number of voters who identify as Latino?
A more basic and revealing question, though, is how the Latino vote was
forged—how US voters with roots in Latin America came to be understood
as a bloc with shared interests. In The Rise of the Latino Vote, Benjamin
Francis-Fallon shows how this diverse group of voters devised a common
political identity and how the rise of the Latino voter has transformed the
electoral landscape.
Latino political power is a recent phenomenon. It emerged on the
national scene during the turbulence of the 1960s and 1970s, when
Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, and Cuban-American activists, alongside leaders in both the Democratic and the Republican parties, began
to conceive and popularize a pan-ethnic Hispanic identity. Despite the
increasing political potential of a unified Latino vote, many individual
voters continued to affiliate more with their particular ethnic communities than with a broader Latino constituency. The search to resolve this
contradiction continues to animate efforts to mobilize Hispanic voters
and define their influence on the American political system.
The “Spanish-speaking vote” was constructed through deliberate
action; it was not simply demographic growth that led the government
to recognize Hispanics as a national minority group, ushering in a new era
of multicultural politics. As we ponder how a new generation of Latino
voters will shape America’s future, Francis-Fallon uncovers the historical
forces behind the changing face of America.
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The Italian Renaissance of Machines
Paolo Galluzzi
translated by Jonathan Mandelbaum

The Renaissance was not just a rebirth of the mind.
It was also a new dawn for the machine.
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When we celebrate the achievements of the Renaissance, we instinctively refer, above all, to its artistic and literary masterpieces. During the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, however, the Italian peninsula was the
stage of a no-less-impressive revival of technical knowledge and practice.
In this rich and lavishly illustrated volume, Paolo Galluzzi guides readers
through a singularly inventive period, capturing the fusion of artistry
and engineering that spurred some of the Renaissance’s greatest technological breakthroughs.
Galluzzi traces the emergence of a new and important historical
figure: the artist-engineer. In the medieval world, innovators remained
anonymous. By the height of the fifteenth century, artist-engineers like
Leonardo da Vinci were sought after by powerful patrons, generously
remunerated, and exhibited in royal and noble courts. In an age that
witnessed continuous wars, the robust expansion of trade and industry,
and intense urbanization, these practitioners—with their multiple skills
refined in the laboratory that was the Renaissance workshop—became
catalysts for change. Renaissance masters were not only astoundingly
creative but also championed a new concept of learning, characterized
by observation, technical know-how, growing mathematical competence, and prowess at the draftsman’s table.
The Italian Renaissance of Machines enriches our appreciation for
Taccola, Giovanni Fontana, and other masters of the quattrocento
and reveals how da Vinci’s ambitious achievements paved the way for
Galileo’s revolutionary mathematical science of mechanics.
Paolo Galluzzi is Director of the Museo Galileo in Florence, Italy. He
is the author of more than 250 publications on the history of science,
including works on Leonardo da Vinci, Galileo, and the scientific revolutions of the Italian Renaissance. He is a member of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, and the
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei.
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A Convert’s Tale
Art, Crime, and Jewish Apostasy in Renaissance Italy

Tamar Herzig
An intimate portrait, based on newly discovered archival
sources, of one of the most famous Jewish artists of the
Italian Renaissance who, charged with a scandalous crime,
renounced his faith and converted to Catholicism.

In 1491 the renowned goldsmith Salomone da Sesso converted to
Catholicism. Born in the mid-fifteenth century to a Jewish family in
Florence, Salomone later settled in Ferrara, where he was regarded as a
virtuoso artist whose exquisite jewelry and lavishly engraved swords
were prized by Italy’s ruling elite. But rumors circulated about Salomone’s
behavior, scandalizing the Jewish community, who turned him over to
the civil authorities. Charged with sodomy, Salomone was sentenced
to die but agreed to renounce Judaism to save his life. He was baptized,
taking the name Ercole “de’ Fedeli” (“One of the Faithful”). With the help
of powerful patrons like Duchess Eleonora of Aragon and Duke Ercole
d’Este, his namesake, Ercole lived as a practicing Catholic for three more
decades. Drawing on newly discovered archival sources, Tamar Herzig
traces the dramatic story of his life, half a century before ecclesiastical
authorities made Jewish conversion a priority of the Catholic Church.
A Convert’s Tale explores the Jewish world in which Salomone was born
and raised; the glittering objects he crafted, and their status as courtly
hallmarks; and Ercole’s relations with his wealthy patrons. Herzig also
examines homosexuality in Renaissance Italy, the response of Jewish
communities and Christian authorities to allegations of sexual crimes,
and attitudes toward homosexual acts among Christians and Jews. In
Salomone/Ercole’s story we see how precarious life was for converts from
Judaism, and how contested was the meaning of conversion for both the
apostates’ former coreligionists and those tasked with welcoming them
to their new faith.
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Forgotten Healers
Women and the Pursuit of Health
in Late Renaissance Italy

Sharon T. Strocchia
A new history uncovers the crucial role women played in the
great transformations of medical science and health care that
accompanied the Italian Renaissance.

In Renaissance Italy women played a more central role in providing
health care than historians have thus far acknowledged. Women from all
walks of life—from household caregivers and nurses to nuns working as
apothecaries—drove the Italian medical economy. In convent pharmacies, pox hospitals, girls’ shelters, and homes, women were practitioners
and purveyors of knowledge about health and healing, making significant
contributions to early modern medicine.
Sharon Strocchia offers a wealth of new evidence about how illness
was diagnosed and treated, whether by noblewomen living at court or
poor nurses living in hospitals. She finds that women expanded on their
roles as health care providers by participating in empirical work and the
development of scientific knowledge. Nuns, in particular, were among
the most prominent manufacturers and vendors of pharmaceutical products. Their experiments with materials and techniques added greatly to
the era’s understanding of medical care. Thanks to their excellence in
medicine urban Italian women had greater access to commerce than perhaps any other women in Europe.
Forgotten Healers provides a more accurate picture of the pursuit of
health in Renaissance Italy. More broadly, by emphasizing that the frontlines of medical care are often found in the household and other spaces
thought of as female, Strocchia encourages us to rethink the history of
medicine.
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Sharon T. Strocchia is Professor of
History at Emory University. Her research
focuses on the social and cultural history
of Renaissance Italy, gender and sexuality
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Florence, won the Marraro Prize from the
American Catholic Historical Association.

Giannozzo Manetti
The Life of a Florentine Humanist

David Marsh
An introduction to one of the premier humanists of
the Italian Renaissance, whose extraordinary work in
biography, politics, religion, and philosophy has been
largely unknown to Anglophone readers.

A celebrated orator, historian, philosopher, and statesman, Giannozzo
Manetti (1396–1459) was one of the most remarkable figures of the Italian
Renaissance. The son of a wealthy Florentine merchant, he was active in
the public life of the Florentine republic and embraced the new humanist
scholarship of the quattrocento.
Among his many contributions, Manetti translated from classical Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, bringing attention to great works of the
ancient world that were previously unknown. He also offered a humanist
alternative to the Vulgate Bible by translating into Latin the Greek text
of the New Testament and the Hebrew Psalms. His other works included
biographies of Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio; A Translator’s Defense, an
indispensable treatise on the art of translation; and Against the Jews and
the Gentiles, an apologia for Christianity.
Manetti is most remembered for his treatise On Human Worth and
Excellence, a radical defense of human nature and of the new world view of
Renaissance humanism. In this authoritative biography, the first ever in
English, David Marsh guides readers through the vast range of Manetti’s
writings, which, despite growing scholarly interest, are still largely unfamiliar to the English-speaking world. Marsh’s fresh appraisal makes clear
why Manetti must be considered among the great expositors of the spirit
of his age.
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Unbelievers
An Emotional History of Doubt

Alec Ryrie
The award-winning author of Protestants offers
a new vision of the birth of the secular age, looking
to the feelings of ordinary men and women—so
often left out of the history of atheism.
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Why have societies that were once overwhelmingly Christian become so
secular? We think we know the answer, but in this lively and startlingly
original reconsideration, Alec Ryrie argues that people embraced unbelief much as they have always chosen their worldviews: through their
hearts more than their minds.
Looking back to the crisis of the Reformation and beyond, Unbelievers
shows how, long before philosophers started to make the case for
atheism, powerful cultural currents were challenging traditional faith.
These tugged in different ways not only on celebrated thinkers such as
Machiavelli, Montaigne, Hobbes, and Pascal, but on men and women at
every level of society whose voices we hear through their diaries, letters,
and court records.
Ryrie traces the roots of atheism born of anger, a sentiment familiar
to anyone who has ever cursed a corrupt priest, and contrasts this easy
revulsion with a new form of doubt born of anxiety, as Christians discovered their faith was flimsier than they had believed. As the Reformation
eroded time-honored certainties, Protestant radicals defended their
faith by redefining it in terms of ethics. In the process they set in motion
secularizing forces that soon became transformational. Unbelievers tells
a powerful emotional history of doubt with potent lessons for our own
angry and anxious age.
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Alec Ryrie is the author of Protestants:
The Faith That Made the Modern World;
Being Protestant in Reformation Britain,
which won the Richard L. Greaves Prize;
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University, coeditor of the Journal of
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Four Walls and a Roof
The Complex Nature of a Simple Profession

Reinier de Graaf
A Financial Times Best Book of the Year
A Guardian Best Architecture Book of the Year

“An original and even occasionally hilarious book about losing
ideals and finding them again . . . [De Graaf ] deftly shows that
architecture cannot be better or more pure than the flawed
humans who make it.” —The Economist
“This is a book about power, money and influence, and architecture’s complete lack of any of them . . . Witty, insightful and funny,
it is a (sometimes painful) dissection of a profession that thinks it
is still in control.” —Financial Times
Architecture, we like to believe, is an elevated art form that shapes the
world as it pleases. Four Walls and a Roof turns this fiction on its head,
offering a candid account of what it’s really like to work as an architect.
Drawing on his own tragicomic experiences in the field, Reinier de Graaf
reveals the world of contemporary architecture in vivid snapshots: from
the corridors of wealth in London, Moscow, and Dubai to the demolished
hopes of postwar social housing in New York and St. Louis. We meet ambitious oligarchs, developers for whom architecture is nothing more than
an investment, and layers of bureaucrats, consultants, and mysterious
hangers-on who lie between any architect’s idea and the chance of its
execution.
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Reinier de Graaf is a Dutch architect
and writer. He is a partner at the Office for
Metropolitan Architecture, co-founder of
its think tank AMO, and has held visiting
professorships at Cambridge and Harvard.

Not All Dead White Men
Classics and Misogyny in the Digital Age

Donna Zuckerberg
A Times Higher Education Book of the Week

“A chilling account of trolling, misogyny, racism, and bad history
proliferated online by the Alt-Right. . . . Zuckerberg makes a persuasive case for why we need a new, more critical, and less comfortable relationship between the ancient and modern worlds in
this important and very timely book.” —Emily Wilson, translator
of The Odyssey
“Explores how ideas about Ancient Greece and Rome are used and
misused by antifeminist thinkers today.” —Time
“The book is an achievement… An admirable foray into the difficult
and often distressing terrain of far-right politics, and an important contribution to the growing collection of essays, archives and
discussions centered on the place of classics in today’s thorny
political landscape.” —Times Literary Supplement
A virulent strain of antifeminism is thriving online that treats women’s
empowerment as a mortal threat to men and to the integrity of Western
civilization. Its proponents cite ancient Greek and Latin texts to support
their claims—from Ovid’s Ars Amatoria to Seneca and Marcus Aurelius—
arguing that they articulate a model of masculinity that sustained generations but is now under siege. Not All Dead White Men reveals that some
of the most controversial and consequential debates about the legacy of
the ancients are raging not in universities
but online.
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Third Thoughts
The Universe We Still Don’t Know

Steven Weinberg
“One of the 20th century’s greatest physicists…shares his stronglyheld opinions on everything from the Higgs boson to the state of
theoretical physics and the problems of science and society.”
—Forbes
“Weinberg has a knack for capturing a complex concept in a
succinct, unforgettable image . . . One of the smartest and most
diligent scientists around.” —Nature
“The phrase ‘public intellectual’ is much bandied about. Just a
few real heavyweights in the world merit the title, and Steven
Weinberg is preeminent among them. His collection ranges
from deep science on the very frontier of human comprehension,
through his trenchant views on public policy, to history and the
arts. Compelling reading.” —Richard Dawkins
One of the most captivating science communicators of our time
challenges us to reconsider the entanglement of science and society.
From the cosmological to the personal, from astronomy and quantum
physics to the folly of manned spaceflight and the rewards of getting
things wrong, Steven Weinberg shares his views on the workings of
the universe and our aspirations and limitations. Third Thoughts aims
to provoke and inform and never loses sight of the human dimension
of scientific discovery and its consequences for our drive to probe the
workings of the cosmos.
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Steven Weinberg is a Nobel Prize–
winning physicist and the author of
The First Three Minutes and To Explain the
World, among other books. A frequent
contributor to the New York Review of
Books, he teaches at the University
of Texas.

Not Enough
Human Rights in an Unequal World

Samuel Moyn
“Samuel Moyn breaks new ground in examining the relationship
between human rights and economic fairness.” —George Soros
“No one has written with more penetrating skepticism about the
history of human rights . . . Moyn asks whether human-rights
theorists and advocates, in the quest to make the world better for
all, have actually helped to make things worse. . . . Sure to provoke
a wider discussion.” —Adam Kirsch, Wall Street Journal
The age of human rights has been kindest to the rich. Even as state violations of political rights garnered unprecedented attention due to human
rights campaigns, a commitment to material equality disappeared. In
its place, economic liberalization has emerged as the dominant force in
national and global economies. In this provocative book, Samuel Moyn
analyzes how and why we chose to make human rights our highest
ideals while simultaneously neglecting the demands of a broader social
and economic justice.
Moyn places the human rights movement in relation to this disturbing shift from an embrace of the welfare state to the neoliberal globalization of today and explores why the rise of human rights has occurred
alongside exploding inequality.
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Samuel Moyn is Henry R. Luce
Professor of Jurisprudence and Professor
of History at Yale University and the
author of The Last Utopia. His writing has
appeared in The Nation, New York Times,
and New Republic, among other places.
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Islam and the Future of Tolerance
A Dialogue

Sam Harris • Maajid Nawaz
“How refreshing to read an honest yet affectionate exchange
between the Islamist-turned-liberal-Muslim Maajid Nawaz and
the neuroscientist who advocates mindful atheism, Sam Harris. . . .
Their back-and-forth clarifies multiple confusions that plague the
public conversation about Islam.”
—Irshad Manji, New York Times Book Review
“It is sadly uncommon, in any era, to find dialogue based on facts
and reason—but even more rarely are Muslim and non-Muslim
intellectuals able to maintain critical distance on broad questions
about Islam. . . . Most conversations about religion are marked by
the inability of either side to listen, but here, at last, is a proper
debate. —New Statesman
“A civil but honest dialogue . . . As illuminating as it is fascinating.”
—Ayaan Hirsi Ali

September · paper · 144 pages
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Current Affairs / Religion
9780674241480
cloth
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9780674088702

Is Islam a religion of peace or war? Is it amenable to reform? Why do so
many Muslims seem to be drawn to extremism? And what do words like
jihadism and fundamentalism really mean? In a world riven by misunderstanding and violence, Sam Harris—a famous atheist—and Majid
Nawaz—a former radical—demonstrate how two people with very different religious views can find common ground and invite you to join in an
urgently needed conversation.

Sam Harris is the author of The End of Faith,
Letter to a Christian Nation, and Free Will, among
other books. Maajid Nawaz is the author of
Radical and cofounder of Quilliam—a global
think tank focusing on religious freedom,
extremism, and citizenship. This book inspired
the feature-length documentary, Islam and the
Future of Tolerance.
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Blockchain and the Law
The Rule of Code

Primavera De Filippi • Aaron Wright
“Attempts to do for blockchain what the likes of Lawrence Lessig
and Tim Wu did for the Internet and cyberspace—explain how a
new technology will upend the current legal and social order . . .
Blockchain and the Law is not just a theoretical guide. It’s also a
moral one.” —Fortune
“Perfectly links technical understanding with practical and legal
implications. Blockchains will matter crucially; this book, beautifully and clearly written for a wide audience, powerfully demonstrates how.” —Lawrence Lessig
“If you . . . don’t ‘get’ crypto, this is the book-length treatment for
you.” —Tyler Cowen, Marginal Revolution
Bitcoin has been hailed as an Internet marvel and decried as the preferred
transaction vehicle for criminals. It has left nearly everyone without a
computer science degree confused: how do you “mine” money from ones
and zeros?
The answer lies in a technology called blockchain. A general-purpose
tool for creating secure, decentralized, peer-to-peer applications, blockchain technology has been compared to the Internet in both form and
impact. Blockchains are being used to create “smart contracts,” to expedite payments, to make financial instruments, to organize the exchange
of data and information, and to facilitate interactions between humans
and machines. But by cutting out the middlemen, they run the risk of
undermining governmental authorities’ ability to supervise activities in
banking, commerce, and the law. As this essential book makes clear, the
technology cannot be harnessed productively without new rules and new
approaches to legal thinking.
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Primavera De Filippi is a faculty
associate at the Berkman-Klein Center for
Internet & Society at Harvard Law School
and researcher at CERSA/CNRS in Paris.
Aaron Wright is Associate Professor
and Director of the Blockchain Project at
the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
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Virtual Competition
The Promise and Perils of the Algorithm-Driven
Economy

Ariel Ezrachi • Maurice E. Stucke
“A convincing argument that there can be a darker side to the
growth of digital commerce. The replacement of the invisible hand
of competition by the digitized hand of internet commerce can
give rise to anticompetitive behavior that the competition authorities are ill equipped to deal with.” —Burton G. Malkiel,
Wall Street Journal
“We owe the authors our deep gratitude for anticipating and
explaining the consequences of living in a world in which black
boxes collude and leave no trails behind. They make it clear that in
a world of big data and algorithmic pricing, consumers are outgunned and antitrust laws are outdated, especially in the United
States.” —Science
“A fascinating book about how platform internet companies
(Amazon, Facebook, and so on) are changing the norms of economic competition.” —Ben Schiller, Fast Company
November · paper · 368 pages
5 ½ x 8 ¼ · $18.95 · £15.95 Current
Affairs / Economics
9780674241589 · 3 photos, 3 illus.
November 2016

9780674545472
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Shoppers with a bargain-hunting impulse and internet access can find a
universe of products at their fingertips. This thought-provoking exposé
invites us to explore how sophisticated algorithms and data-crunching
are changing the nature of market competition, and not always for the
better. Introducing into the policy lexicon the terms algorithmic collusion, behavioral discrimination, and super-platforms, Virtual Competition
explores the resulting impact on competition, our democratic ideals, our
wallets, and our well-being.

Ariel Ezrachi is Slaughter and May
Professor of Competition Law at Oxford
University. Maurice E. Stucke is
Professor of Law at the University
of Tennessee and cofounder of The
Konkurrenz Group.

Pious Fashion
How Muslim Women Dress

Elizabeth Bucar
Millia Davenport Publication Award

“Brings out both the sensuality and pleasure of sartorial experimentation.” —Times Literary Supplement
“I defy anyone not to be beguiled by [Bucar’s] generous-hearted yet
penetrating observation of pious fashion in Indonesia, Turkey and
Iran . . . ” —Times Higher Education
“Bucar disabuses readers of any preconceived ideas that women
who adhere to an aesthetic of modesty are unfashionable or
frumpy.” —Washington Post
“A smart, eye-opening guide to the creative sartorial practices
of young Muslim women . . . ”—Lila Abu-Lughod, author of
Do Muslim Women Need Saving?
Who says you can’t be pious and fashionable? Throughout the Muslim
world, women have found creative ways of expressing their personality
through the way they dress. Headscarves can be modest or bold, while
brand-name clothing and accessories are part of a multimillion-dollar
ready-to-wear industry that caters to pious fashion from head to toe.
In this lively snapshot, Elizabeth Bucar takes us to Iran, Turkey, and
Indonesia and finds a dynamic world of fashion, faith, and style.
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Elizabeth Bucar has written for
The Atlantic, InStyle, and Teen Vogue,
among other publications. She is
Associate Professor of Philosophy and
Religion at Northeastern University.
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Finding Time
The Economics of Work-Life Conflict

Heather Boushey
One of Politico’s Top 50 Thinkers, Doers, and Visionaries
Transforming American Politics
An ISE Magazine Best Book of the Year

“Boushey argues that better family-leave policies should not only
improve the lives of struggling families but also boost workers’
productivity and reduce firms’ costs.” —The Economist
“Supply and demand curves are suddenly ‘sexy’ when Boushey
uses them to prove that paid sick days, paid family leave, flexible
work schedules, and affordable child care aren’t just cutesy women’s issues for families to figure out ‘on their own time and dime,’
but economic issues affecting the country at large.” —Vogue
“A compelling case for why achieving the right balance of time
with our families . . . is vital to the economic success and prosperity
of our nation . . . A must read.” —Maria Shriver
From backyard barbecues to the blogosphere, workers are raising the
same worried question: How can I get ahead at my job while making sure
my family doesn’t suffer? A visionary economist who has looked at the
numbers behind the stories, Heather Boushey argues that resolving the
work-life conflict is as vital for us personally as it is essential economically. Finding Time offers ingenious ways to help women and men carve
out the time they need and to help businesses become more productive.
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Heather Boushey is Executive
Director and Chief Economist at the
Washington Center for Equitable Growth
and coeditor of After Piketty: The Agenda
for Economics and Inequality. The New
York Times has called her one of the “most
vibrant voices in the field.”
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Mere Civility
Disagreement and the Limits of Toleration

Teresa M. Bejan
A New Statesman Best Book of the Year
A Church Times Book of the Year

“Penetrating and sophisticated.” —James Ryerson, New York Times
Book Review
“Would that more of us might learn to look into the past with such
gravity and humility. We might end up with a more (or mere) civil
society, yet.” —Los Angeles Review of Books
“A deeply admirable book: original, persuasive,
witty, and eloquent.” —Jacob T. Levy, Review of Politics
We are facing a crisis of civility, a war of words polluting our public sphere.
In liberal democracies committed to tolerating active, often heated
disagreement, the loss of this virtue appears critical.
Most modern appeals to civility follow arguments by Hobbes or
Locke by proposing to suppress disagreement or exclude views we deem
“uncivil” for the sake of social harmony. By comparison, mere civility—a
grudging conformity to norms of respectful behavior—as defended by
Rhode Island’s founder, Roger Williams, might seem minimal and unappealing. Yet Teresa Bejan argues that Williams’s outlook offers a promising path forward in confronting our own crisis, one that challenges our
fundamental assumptions about what a tolerant—and civil—society
should look like.
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Teresa M. Bejan is Associate Professor
of Political Theory in the Department of
Politics and International Relations and a
Fellow of Oriel College at the University
of Oxford. Her research has been featured
in The Atlantic, Washington Post, PBS, NPR,
and at TED.com.
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Vatican I
The Council and the Making of the
Ultramontane Church

John W. O’Malley
“O’Malley’s account of the debate over infallibility is masterful.”
—Commonweal
“[O’Malley] excels in describing the ways in which the council initiated deep changes that still affect the everyday lives of Catholics.”
—First Things
“An eminent scholar of modern Catholicism . . . invit[es] us to see
Catholicism’s recent history as profoundly shaped by and against
the imposing legacy of Pius IX.” —Wall Street Journal

August · paper · 320 pages
5 ½ x 8 ¼ · $17.95 · £14.95
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9 photos · Belknap Press
cloth
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In 1869, some seven hundred Catholic bishops traveled to Rome to participate in the first church-wide council in three hundred years. The French
Revolution had shaken the foundations of the church. Pope Pius IX was
determined to set things right through a declaration by the council that
the pope was infallible.
John W. O’Malley brings to life the bitter, schism-threatening conflicts that erupted at Vatican I. The pope’s zeal in pressing for infallibility
raised questions about the legitimacy of the council, at the same time as
Italian forces under Garibaldi seized the Papal States and were threatening to take control of Rome itself. Gladstone and Bismarck entered the
fray. As its temporal dominion shrank, the Catholic Church became more
pope-centered than ever before, with lasting consequences.
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John W. O’Malley is a Catholic priest
and University Professor at Georgetown
University. He is the author of many
highly acclaimed books on the history
of the Catholic Church, including The
First Jesuits, A History of the Popes, What
Happened at Vatican II, and Trent.

The Market as God
Harvey Cox
“An essential and thoroughly engaging book . . . Harvey Cox’s ingenious sense of how market theology has developed a scripture, a
liturgy, and sophisticated apologetics allow us to see old challenges
in a remarkably fresh light.” —E. J. Dionne, Jr.
“Cox argues that . . . we are now imprisoned by the dictates of a
false god that we ourselves have created. We need to break free and
reclaim our humanity.” —Forbes
“Cox clears the space for a new generation of Christians to begin to
develop a more public and egalitarian politics.” —The Nation
We have fallen in thrall to the theology of supply and demand. According
to its acolytes, the Market is omniscient, omnipotent, and omnipresent.
It can raise nations and ruin households, and comes complete with its
own doctrines, prophets, and evangelical zeal. Harvey Cox brings this
theology out of the shadows, demonstrating that the way the world economy operates is shaped by a global system of values that can be best understood as a religion.
Drawing on biblical sources and the work of social scientists, Cox
points to many parallels between the development of Christianity and
the Market economy. It is only by understanding how the Market reached
its “divine” status that can we hope to restore it to its proper place as servant of humanity.
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Harvey Cox is Hollis Research Professor
of Divinity at Harvard University. Among
his many books are Secular City and the
New York Times bestseller How to Read the
Bible.
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Newton’s Apple and Other Myths
about Science
edited by Ronald L. Numbers • Kostas Kampourakis
A Guardian “Favourite Reads—as Chosen by Scientists”

“[A] provocative collection that tackles some of science’s most
enduring misconceptions and dubious assumptions.” —Discover
“Delightful. . . thought-provoking . . . Every reader should find
something to surprise them.” —Jim Endersby, Science
“Better than just countering the myths, the book explains when
they arose and why they stuck.” —The Guardian
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A falling apple inspired Isaac Newton’s insight into the law of gravity—or
did it really?
Among the many myths debunked in this refreshingly irreverent
book are the idea that alchemy was a superstitious pursuit, that Darwin
put off publishing his theory of evolution for fear of public reprisal, and
that Gregor Mendel was ahead of his time as a pioneer of genetics. More
recent myths about particle physics and Einstein’s theory of relativity
are discredited too, and a number of dubious generalizations, like the
notion that science and religion are antithetical, or that science can
neatly be distinguished from pseudoscience, go under the microscope
of history. Newton’s Apple brushes away popular fictions and refutes the
widespread belief that science advances when individual geniuses experience “Eureka!” moments and suddenly grasp what those around them
could never imagine.
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Ronald L. Numbers is Hilldale Professor Emeritus of the History of
Science and Medicine at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. His many
books include The Creationists and Galileo Goes to Jail and Other Myths
about Science and Religion. Kostas Kampourakis is the author of
Understanding Evolution and the Editor-in-Chief of Science and Education.

To Shape a New World
Essays on the Political Philosophy
of Martin Luther King, Jr.

edited by Tommie Shelby • Brandon M. Terry
A Seminary Co-op Notable Book of the Year

“A compelling work of philosophy, all the more so because it treats
King seriously without inoculating him from the kind of critique
important to both his theory and practice.”
—Los Angeles Review of Books
“King was not simply a compelling speaker, but a deeply philosophical intellectual . . . We still have much to learn from him.”
—Quartz
“Reimagines King as a political thinker for our—and for all—time.”
—The Point
Martin Luther King, Jr., is one of America’s most revered figures, yet
despite his mythic stature, the significance of his political thought
remains underappreciated. In this indispensable reappraisal, leading
scholars—including Cornel West, Martha Nussbaum, and Danielle Allen—
consider the substance of his lesser known writings on racism, economic
inequality, virtue ethics, just-war theory, reparations, voting rights, civil
disobedience, and social justice and find in them an array of compelling
challenges to some of the most pressing political dilemmas of our time.
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Tommie Shelby is Caldwell Titcomb Professor of African and African
American Studies and of Philosophy at Harvard University. He is
the author of Dark Ghettos and We Who Are Dark: The Philosophical
Foundations of Black Solidarity. Brandon M. Terry is Assistant
Professor of African and African American Studies and Social Studies at
Harvard University.
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The Ancient Greek Hero in 24 Hours
Gregory Nagy
“Fascinating, often ingenious…A valuable synthesis of research
finessed over thirty years.” —Times Literary Supplement
“Nagy exuberantly reminds his readers that heroes—mortal
strivers against fate, against monsters, and . . . against death itself—
form the heart of Greek literature.” —Steve Donoghue, Open
Letters Monthly
What does it mean to be a hero? The ancient Greeks who gave us Achilles
and Odysseus had a very different understanding of the term than we
do today. Based on the legendary Harvard course that Gregory Nagy
has taught for well over thirty years, The Ancient Greek Hero in 24 Hours
explores the roots of Western civilization and offers a masterclass in
classical Greek literature. We meet the epic heroes of Homer’s Iliad and
Odyssey, but Nagy also considers the tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles,
and Euripides, the songs of Sappho and Pindar, and the dialogues of Plato.
Herodotus once said that to read Homer was to be a civilized person. To
discover Nagy’s Homer is to be twice civilized.
January · paper · 672 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $24.95 · £19.95
Literary Studies / History
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Belknap Press
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Gregory Nagy is Francis Jones
Professor of Classical Greek Literature
and Professor of Comparative Literature
at Harvard University and Director of
Harvard’s Center for Hellenic Studies
in Washington, D.C. He is the author
and editor of many books in the field of
Homeric and Greek studies, including
The Best of the Achaeans.

The Invention of the Restaurant
Paris and Modern Gastronomic Culture

Rebecca L. Spang
Featuring a Foreword by Adam Gopnik and New Preface by the Author

Winner of the Louis Gottschalk Prize
Winner of the Thomas J. Wilson Memorial Prize

“An ambitious, thought-changing book…Rich in weird data, unsung
heroes, and bizarre true stories.” —Adam Gopnik, New Yorker
“A pleasingly spiced history of the restaurant.” —New York Times
“A lively, engrossing, authoritative account of how the restaurant
as we know it developed . . . Spang is . . . as generous in her helpings
of historical detail as any glutton could wish.” —The Times
Why are there restaurants? Why would anybody consider eating alongside perfect strangers in a loud and crowded room to be an enjoyable
pastime? To find the answer, Rebecca Spang takes us back to France in
the eighteenth century, when a restaurant was not a place to eat but a
quasi-medicinal bouillon that formed an essential element of prerevolutionary France’s nouvelle cuisine.
This is a book about the French Revolution in taste—about how
Parisians invented the modern culture of food, changing in the process
their social life and that of the world. Over the course of the revolution,
restaurants that had begun as purveyors of health food became symbols
of aristocratic greed. In the early nineteenth century, the new genre of
gastronomic literature worked within the strictures of the Napoleonic
state to transform restaurants yet again and to confer star status upon
oysters and champagne.
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Rebecca L. Spang is Professor of
History and Director of the Center for
Eighteenth-Century Studies at Indiana
University. She is the author of Stuff and
Money in the Time of the French Revolution.
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The Muslim Brotherhood and the West
A History of Enmity and Engagement

Martyn Frampton
A Foreign Affairs Best Book of the Year

“Rigorous yet absorbing . . . Fills a crucial gap in the literature
and will be essential reading not just for scholars, but for anyone
seeking to understand the ever-problematic relationship between
religion and politics in today’s Middle East.” —Financial Times
“Breaks new ground by examining the links between the Egyptian
Brotherhood’s relations with Britain and . . . the United States.”
—Times Literary Supplement
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In the century since the Muslim Brotherhood first emerged in Egypt,
its idea of “the West” has remained a key driver of its behavior. From
its founding, the Brotherhood stood opposed to the British Empire and
Western cultural influence. Its leaders hoped to create more pristine,
authentically Islamic societies. As British power gave way to American,
the Brotherhood oscillated between anxiety about the West and the need
to engage with it, while American and British officials struggled to understand the group, unsure whether to shun or embrace it.
The Muslim Brotherhood and the West offers the first comprehensive history of the relationship between the world’s largest Islamist movement
and the powers that have dominated the Middle East for the past hundred
years. Drawing on extensive archival research in London and Washington
and the Brotherhood’s writings in Arabic and English, Martyn Frampton
reveals the history of this charged relationship down to the eve of the
Arab Spring. What emerges is an authoritative account of a story that is
crucial to understanding one of the world’s most turbulent regions.
Martyn Frampton is Reader in
Modern History at Queen Mary
University of London and coauthor, with
John Bew, of Talking to Terrorists.
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The Price of Aid
The Economic Cold War in India

David C. Engerman
“A magnificent book. Anyone who seeks to understand contemporary India and its development struggles will have to start here.
Engerman’s work is not only enlightening, it turns much of what
we thought we knew about India, foreign aid, and the Cold War
in South Asia upside down.” —O. A. Westad, author of The Cold
War: A World History
“This is a superb, field-changing book.” —Sunil Amrith, author of
Unruly Waters
Debates over foreign aid are often strangely ahistorical. Economists
argue about effectiveness—how to make aid work—while critics bemoan
money wasted on corruption, ignoring the fundamentally political character of aid. The Price of Aid exposes the geopolitical calculus underpinning development assistance—and its costs.
India stood at the center of American and Soviet aid competition
throughout the Cold War, as both superpowers saw developmental aid as
a way of pursuing their geopolitical goals by economic means. Drawing on
recently declassified files from seven countries, David Engerman shows
how Indian leaders used Cold War competition to win battles at home,
eroding the Indian state in the process. As China spends freely in Africa,
the political stakes of foreign aid are rising once again.
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Observation and Experiment
An Introduction to Causal Inference

Paul R. Rosenbaum
“Carefully and precisely written . . . reflecting superb statistical
understanding, all communicated with the skill of a master
teacher.” —Stephen M. Stigler, author of The Seven Pillars of
Statistical Wisdom
“An excellent introduction . . . Well-written and thoughtful
. . . from one of causal inference’s noted experts.” —Journal of the
American Statistical Association
“Rosenbaum is a gifted expositor . . . an outstanding introduction to
the topic for anyone who is interested in understanding the basic
ideas and approaches to causal inference.” —Psychometrika
“A very valuable contribution . . . Highly recommended.”
—International Statistical Review
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A daily glass of wine prolongs life—yet alcohol can cause life-threatening
cancer. Some say raising the minimum wage will decrease inequality
while others say it increases unemployment. Scientists once confidently
claimed that hormone replacement therapy reduced the risk of heart
disease but now they equally confidently claim it raises that risk. What
should we make of this endless barrage of conflicting claims?
Observation and Experiment is an introduction to causal inference
by one of the field’s leading scholars. An award-winning professor at
Wharton, Paul Rosenbaum explains key concepts and methods through
lively examples that make abstract principles accessible. He draws his
examples from clinical medicine, economics, public health, epidemiology, clinical psychology, and psychiatry to explain how randomized
control trials are conceived and designed, how they differ from observational studies, and what techniques are available to mitigate their bias.
Paul R. Rosenbaum is Robert G. Putzel Professor of Statistics at the
Wharton School and a Senior Fellow of the Leonard Davis Institute of
Health Economics, University of Pennsylvania.
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Seeing Patients
A Surgeon’s Story of Race and Medical Bias

Augustus A. White III, MD
with David Chanoff
with a new preface

“Gus White takes us on a marvelous personal journey that illuminates what it means to care for people of all races, religions, and
cultures. The story of this man becomes the aspiration of all those
who seek to minister not only to the body but also to the soul.”
—Jerome Groopman, MD, author of How Doctors Think
“Seeing Patients is a powerful and extraordinarily important book.”
—James P. Comer, MD, author of Leave No Child Behind
“A tour de force—a compelling story about race, health, and conquering inequality in medical care . . . His journey is so absorbing that
you will not be able to put this book down.”
—Charles J. Ogletree, Jr., author of All Deliberate Speed

Augustus A. White III, MD, is professor of orthopedic surgery at Harvard
Medical School and the Ellen and Melvin
Gordon Distinguished Professor of
Medical Education at Harvard. He was
the first African American department
chief at Beth Israel, one of Harvard’s
teaching hospitals.
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Medicine / Social Science
9780674241374 · 19 illus.
cloth

January 2011

9780674049055

ROBERT BACHRACH

Growing up in Jim Crow–era Tennessee and training and teaching in overwhelmingly white medical institutions, Gus White witnessed firsthand
how prejudice works in the world of medicine. While race relations have
changed dramatically since then, old ways of thinking die hard. In Seeing
Patients Dr. White draws on his experience at Stanford Medical School, in
Vietnam, and as the head orthopedic surgeon at a major Harvard teaching
hospital to make sense of the unconscious bias that riddles medical care,
and to explore how we can do better in a diverse twenty-first-century
America.
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Adversarial Legalism
The American Way of Law, Second Edition

Robert A. Kagan
“This is a wonderful piece of work, richly detailed and beautifully
written. It is the best, sanest, and most comprehensive evaluation
and critique of the American way of law that I have seen. Every
serious scholar concerned with justice and efficiency, and every
policymaker who is serious about improving the American legal
order should read this trenchant and exciting book.”
—Lawrence Friedman, Stanford University
“A tour de force. It is an elegantly written, consistently insightful
analysis and critique of the American emphasis on litigation and
punitive sanctions in the policy and administrative process.”
—Charles R. Epp, Law and Society Review

october · paper · 400 pages
5 ¾ x 8 ⅞ · $35.00x · £28.95
Law · 9780674238367 · 2 tables

In the first edition of this groundbreaking book, Robert Kagan explained
why America is much more adversarial—likely to rely on legal threats
and lawsuits—than other economically advanced countries, with more
prescriptive laws, more costly adjudications, and more severe penalties.
This updated edition also addresses the rise of the conservative legal
movement and anti-statism in the Republican party, which have put in
sharp relief the virtues of adversarial legalism in its ability to empower
citizens, lawyers, and judges to mount challenges to the arbitrary or
unlawful exercise of government authority.
Robert A. Kagan is Professor Emeritus of Political Science and Law at
the University of California at Berkeley, where he was for many years
Director of the Center for the Study of Law and Society.

90 · paperbacks
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No Property in Man
Slavery and Antislavery at the Nation’s Founding

Sean Wilentz
with a new preface

A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice
A Foreign Affairs Best Book of the Year

“In his revealing and passionately argued book, [Wilentz] insists that
because the framers did not sanction slavery as a matter of principle,
the antislavery legacy of the Constitution has been . . . ‘misconstrued’
for over 200 years.” —Khalil Gibran Muhammad, New York Times
“Wilentz’s careful and insightful analysis helps us understand
how Americans who hated slavery, such as Abraham Lincoln and
Frederick Douglass, could come to see the Constitution as an ally in
their struggle.” —Eric Foner
Americans revere the Constitution even as they argue fiercely over
its original toleration of slavery. In this timely reconsideration of our
nation’s founding document, the acclaimed historian Sean Wilentz
reveals the tortured compromise that led the Founders to abide slavery
without legitimizing it. This deliberate ambiguity lay behind the great
political battles that fractured the nation over the next seventy years.
Contesting the Southern proslavery version of the Constitution, antislavery advocates, including Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass,
pointed to the framers’ refusal to validate what they called “property in
man.” No Property in Man invites fresh debate about the political and legal
struggles over slavery that began during the Revolution and concluded
with the Civil War. It drives straight to the heart of the most contentious
issue in all of American history.

5 ½ x 8 ¼ · $18.95 · £15.95
History · 9780674241428
The Nathan I. Huggins Lectures
cloth

September 2018

9780674972223

SAMEER A. KHAN

Sean Wilentz is George Henry Davis
1886 Professor of American History at
Princeton University. He is the author
of The Rise of American Democracy, which
won the Bancroft Prize and was a finalist
for the Pulitzer Prize, among other books.

September · paper · 368 pages

paperbacks · 91
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Accounting for Slavery
Masters and Management

Caitlin Rosenthal
A Politico Great Weekend Read
A Five Books Best Economics Book of the Year
A Seminary Co-op Notable Book of the Year

“Slavery in the United States was a business. A morally reprehensible and very profitable business . . . Rosenthal argues that
slaveholders…were using advanced management and accounting
techniques long before their northern counterparts. Techniques
that are still used by businesses today.” — NPR’s Marketplace
“The evolution of modern management is usually associated with
good old-fashioned intelligence and ingenuity . . . But capitalism
is not just about the free market; it was also built on the backs of
slaves.” —Forbes
The traditional story of modern management looks to the factories of
England and New England, but Caitlin Rosenthal discovered that Southern
planter-capitalists practiced an early form of scientific management.
They took meticulous notes, carefully recording daily profits and productivity, and subjected their slaves to experiments and incentive strategies
comprised of rewards and brutal punishment. Contrary to narratives that
depict slavery as a barrier to innovation, Accounting for Slavery explains
how elite planters turned their power over enslaved people into a productivity advantage. The result is a groundbreaking investigation of business
practices in Southern and West Indian plantations and an essential contribution to our understanding of slavery’s relationship with capitalism.

October · paper · 312 pages
5 ½ x 8 ¼ · $18.95* · £15.95*
History / Business ·
9780674241657 28 photos, 4 illus.,
2 tables
August 2018

9780674972094

ERIC MILLETTE
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Caitlin Rosenthal returned to
Harvard for her PhD in history after
three years with McKinsey & Company.
She was a Newcomen Postdoctoral Fellow
at Harvard Business School and is now
Assistant Professor of History at the
University of California, Berkeley.

After Appomattox
Military Occupation and the Ends of War

Gregory P. Downs
A Civil War Memory/Civil War Monitor Best Book of the Year
An Avery O. Craven Award Finalist

“The United States Army has been far too neglected as a player—a
force—in the history of Reconstruction . . . Downs wants his work
to speak to the present, and indeed it should.” —David W. Blight,
The Atlantic
“Striking . . . Downs chronicles . . . a military occupation that was
indispensable to the uprooting of slavery.” —Boston Globe
“Downs makes the case that the final end to slavery, and the
establishment of basic civil and voting rights for all Americans, was
‘born in the face of bayonets.’ . . . A remarkable, necessary book.”
—Slate
In April 1865, Robert E. Lee wrote to Ulysses S. Grant asking for peace.
Peace was beyond his authority to negotiate, Grant replied, but surrender
terms he would discuss. The distinction proved prophetic.
After Appomattox reveals that the Civil War did not end with
Confederate capitulation in 1865. Instead, a second phase of the war
began which lasted until 1871—not the project euphemistically called
Reconstruction, but a state of genuine belligerence whose mission was
to shape the peace. Using its war powers, the U.S. Army oversaw an ambitious occupation, stationing tens of thousands of troops in hundreds of
outposts across the defeated South. This groundbreaking study makes
clear that the purpose of the occupation was to crush slavery and offer
meaningful rights to newly emancipated slaves in the face of bold and violent resistance.

August · paper · 352 pages
5 ½ x 8 ¼ · $18.95 · £15.95 History
· 9780674241626
6 photos, 2 illus., 9 maps, 7 tables
cloth

April 2015

9780674743984

DAN HAVLIK

Gregory P. Downs is Professor of
History at the University of California,
Davis, and the author of Declarations of
Dependence.
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History of Rome, Volume V
Books 21–22

Livy
edited and translated by J. C. Yardley
with an introduction by Dexter Hoyos and John Briscoe

December · cloth · 450 pages
4 ¼ x 6 ⅜ · $28.00 · £19.95
Classics / History · 9780674996946
Loeb Classical Library · L233

Livy (Titus Livius), the great Roman historian, was born at Patavium
(Padua) in 64 or 59 bc where after years in Rome he died in ad 12 or 17.
Livy’s history, composed as the imperial autocracy of Augustus was
replacing the republican system that had stood for over 500 years, presents in splendid style a vivid narrative of Rome’s rise from the traditional foundation of the city in 753 or 751 bc to 9 bc and illustrates the
collective and individual virtues necessary to achieve and maintain such
greatness.
Of its 142 books, conventionally divided into pentads and decads, we
have 1–10 and 21–45 complete, and short summaries (periochae) of all
the rest except 41 and 43–45; 11–20 are lost, and of the rest only fragments and the summaries remain.
The third decad constitutes our fullest surviving account of the
momentous Second Punic (or Hannibalic) War, and comprises two recognizable pentads: Books 21–25 narrate the run-up to conflict and Rome’s
struggles in its first phase, with Hannibal dominant; Books 26–30 relate
Rome’s revival and final victory, as the focus shifts to Scipio Africanus.
This edition replaces the original Loeb edition by B. O. Foster.
J. C. Yardley is Professor of Classics, Emeritus, at the University of
Ottawa. Dexter Hoyos is Honorary Associate in the Department of
Classics and Ancient History at the University of Sydney. John Briscoe
is Honorary Research Fellow at the University of Manchester.

Jeffrey Henderson, general editor • founded by James Loeb, 1911
For information about the digital Loeb Classical Library, visit: www.loebclassics.com
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Roman History, Volumes I–III
Appian
edited and translated by Brian McGing

Appian (Appianus) is among our principal sources for the history of the
Roman Republic, particularly in the 2nd and 1st centuries bc, and sometimes our only source, as for the Third Punic War and the destruction of
Carthage. Born circa ad 95, Appian was an Alexandrian official at ease in
the highest political and literary circles who later became a Roman citizen and advocate. He died during the reign of Antoninus Pius (emperor
138–161).
Appian’s theme is the process by which the Roman Empire achieved
its contemporary prosperity, and his unique method is to trace in individual books the story of each nation’s wars with Rome up through her
own civil wars. Although this triumph of “harmony and monarchy” was
achieved through characteristic Roman virtues, Appian is unusually
objective about Rome’s shortcomings along the way.
Of the work’s original 24 books, only the Preface and Books 6–9
and 11–17 are preserved complete or nearly so: those on the Spanish,
Hannibalic, African, Illyrian, Syrian, and Mithridatic wars, and five books
on the civil wars.
This edition of Appian replaces the original Loeb edition by Horace
White and provides additional fragments, along with his letter to Fronto.

December · cloth · 454 pages
4 ¼ x 6 ⅜ · $28.00 · £19.95
Classics / History

Brian M C Ging is Regius Professor of Greek, Emeritus, at Trinity
College, Dublin.
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Allegories of the Odyssey
John Tzetzes
translated by Adam J. Goldwyn and
Dimitra Kokkini

Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey were central to the
educational system of
Byzantium, yet the religion and culture of the
Homeric epics—even the
ancient Greek language
itself—had become almost
unrecognizable to Byzantine Greek readers coming to the texts
nearly two millennia later. The scholar, poet,
and teacher John Tzetzes (ca. 1110–1180)
joined the extensive tradition of interpreting Homer by producing his Allegories of the
Iliad, dedicated to the foreign-born empress
Eirene. Tzetzes later composed the Allegories
of the Odyssey, a more advanced verse commentary, to explain Odysseus’s journey and
the pagan gods and marvels he encountered.
Through historical allegory, the gods become
ancient kings deified by the pagan poet;
through astrological interpretation, they
become planets whose positions and movements affect human life; through moral allegory Athena represents wisdom, Aphrodite
desire. This edition presents the first translation of the Allegories of the Odyssey into any
language.
Adam J. Goldwyn is Assistant Professor
of Medieval Literature and English at North
Dakota State University. Dimitra Kokkini
is Associate Lecturer in Classics at Birkbeck,
University of London.

The History of the Kings
of Britain
The First Variant Version
edited and translated by
David W. Burchmore

Geoffrey of Monmouth’s
History of the Kings of Britain—the earliest work
to detail the legendary
foundation of Britain by
Brutus the Trojan and the
life of King Arthur—was
among the most widely
read books throughout
the Middle Ages. Its sweeping account of
the Britons began long before the Romans
and challenged the leading histories of the
twelfth century. Merlin, Guinevere, Mordred, Yvain, Gawain, and other popular
Arthurian figures first come to life in Geoffrey’s chronicle. It was the ultimate source
of tales retold in Malory’s Morte d’Arthur,
Shakespeare’s Cymbeline and King Lear, and
Tennyson’s Idylls of the King.
The History survives in hundreds of manuscripts in Geoffrey’s standard text. This volume presents the first English translation of
what may have been his source, the anonymous First Variant Version. This shorter and
less polished Latin version of the History is
attested in just a handful of manuscripts.
It belonged to and was probably written by
Archdeacon Walter of Oxford, who died in
1151.
David W. Burchmore taught English
and Medieval Studies at Caltech and SUNY
Binghamton.

Old English Lives of Saints,
Volume I–III
Ælfric
translated by Mary Clayton and
Juliet Mullins

Old English Lives of Saints,
a series composed in the
990s by the Benedictine monk Ælfric in his
distinctive
alliterative
prose, portrays an array of
saints—including virgin
martyrs, married virgins,
aristocrats, kings, soldiers, and bishops—for a late Anglo-Saxon
audience. At a turbulent time when England
was under increasingly severe Viking attack,
the examples of these saints modeled courageous faith, self-sacrifice, and individual
and collective resistance. The Lives also covers topics as diverse as the four kinds of war,
the three orders of society, and whether the
unjust can be exempt from eternal punishment. Ælfric intended this series to complement his Catholic Homilies, two important
and widely disseminated collections used
for preaching to lay people and clergy. The
translation is presented alongside a new edition of Lives of Saints, for which all extant
manuscripts have been collated afresh.
Mary Clayton is Professor Emerita of Old
and Middle English at University College
Dublin. Juliet Mullins is Adjunct Assistant Professor in the School of English, Drama, and Film at University College Dublin.
November · cloth $35.00* · £28.95
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dumbarton oaks medieval library
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History · 9780674241367
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Volume I:
9780674425095 · 400 pages · DOML 58
Volume II:
9780674241299 · 400 pages · DOML 59
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9780674241725 · 400 pages · DOML 60

Jan M. Ziolkowski, general editor • Daniel Donoghue, Old English editor • Danuta Shanzer,
Medieval Latin editor • Alice-Mary Talbot, Byzantine Greek editor
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The Virtues and Vices of Speech

Lives of the Milanese Tyrants

Giovanni Gioviano Pontano

Pier Candido Decembrio

edited and translated by G. W. Pigman III

translated by Gary Ianziti

Giovanni Pontano, who adopted the
academic sobriquet “Gioviano,” was
prime minister to several kings of
Naples and the most important Neapolitan humanist of the quattrocento.
Best known today as a Latin poet, he
also composed dialogues depicting the
intellectual life of the humanist academy of which he was the head, and, late
in life, a number of moral essays that
became his most popular prose works.
The De sermone (On Speech), translated
into English here for the first time,
aims to provide a moral anatomy, following Aristotelian principles,
of various aspects of speech such as truthfulness and deception,
flattery, gossip, loquacity, calumny, mercantile bargaining, irony,
wit, and ridicule. In each type of speech, Pontano tries to identify
what should count as the virtuous mean, that which identifies the
speaker as a person of education, taste, and moral probity.
G. W. Pigman III is Professor of English at the California Institute
of Technology.
September · cloth · 400 pages · 5 ¼ x 8
$29.95* · £19.95 · HISTORY / PHILOSPHY
9780674987500 · The I Tatti Renaissance Library

edited by Massimo Zaggia

Lives of the Milanese Tyrants brings
together two biographies by the most
important Milanese humanist of the
early fifteenth century. Pier Candido
Decembrio (1399–1477) served as secretary and envoy to the bizarre and
powerful Filippo Maria Visconti, Duke
of Milan. As a member of the duke’s
inner circle, Decembrio was in a privileged position to write what historians agree is a unique masterpiece
of Renaissance biography, based on
his decades of direct experience. Also
included in this volume is a work of homage to Visconti’s successor,
Decembrio’s flattering account of the deeds of the most successful mercenary captain of the Renaissance, Francesco Sforza, who
secured for himself and his heirs the disputed position of Duke of
Milan through guile, force, and willpower. Both works are translated into English here for the first time from new Latin texts prepared specially for this edition.
Gary Ianziti is Honorary Senior Research Fellow in the Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities at the University of
Queensland, Australia. Massimo Zaggia is Associate Professor at
the University of Bergamo.
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The I Tatti Renaissance Library · ITRL 88

James Hankins, general editor • Shane Butler, Leah Whittington, associate editors
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The History of Akbar,
Volume 6
Abu’l-Fazl

The Epic of Ram, Volume 5
Tulsidas
translated by Philip Lutgendorf

edited and translated by
Wheeler M. Thackston

Akbarnāma, or The History of Akbar, by Abu’l-Fazl
(d. 1602), is one of the
most important works of
Indo-Persian history and
a touchstone of prose artistry. Marking a high point
in a long, rich tradition of Persian historical
writing, it served as a model for historians
across the Persianate world. The work is at
once a biography of the Mughal emperor
Akbar (r. 1556–1605) that includes descriptions of his political and martial feats and
cultural achievements, and a chronicle of
sixteenth-century India. The sixth volume
details the twenty-third to twenty-eighth
years of Akbar’s reign, including accounts of
the quelling of rebellions in Bihar, Bengal,
and Kabul, and final victory in Gujarat. The
Persian text, presented in the Naskh script,
is based on a careful reassessment of the primary sources.
Wheeler M. Thackston is retired Professor of the Practice in Persian and Other Near
Eastern Languages at Harvard University.
January · cloth · 688 pages
5 ¼ x 8 · $35.00x · £28.95

The Epic of Ram presents
a new translation of the
Rāmcaritmānas of Tulsidas (1543–1623). Written in Avadhi, a literary
dialect of classical Hindi,
the poem has become the
most beloved retelling
of the ancient Ramayana
story across northern India. A devotional
work revered and recited by millions of Hindus today, it is also a magisterial compendium of philosophy and lore and a literary
masterpiece. Volume 5 encompasses the story’s three middle episodes—Ram’s meetings
with forest sages, his battles with demons,
the kidnapping of his wife, his alliance with
a race of marvelous monkeys—and climaxes
with the god Hanuman’s heroic journey to
the island city of Lanka to locate and comfort Sita.
This new translation into free verse
conveys the passion and momentum of the
inspired poet and storyteller. It is accompanied by the most widely accepted edition of
the Avadhi text, presented in the Devanagari
script.
Philip Lutgendorf is Professor Emeritus
of Hindi and Modern Indian Studies at the
University of Iowa.
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In Praise of Annada,
Volume 2
Bharatchandra Ray
translated by France
Bhattacharya

In 1752, the Bengali poet
Bharatchandra Ray completed a long narrative
poem dedicated to the
glory of Annada, the
consort of Shiva and the
divinity who, as her name
proclaims, “bestows the bounty of rice.”
A poet well-versed in Sanskrit, Persian,
and Hindi—all of which enrich his work—
Bharatchandra took up the literary performance genre mangalkāvya and thoroughly
transformed it, addressing the aesthetic
tastes of the court rather than those of the
traditional village audience. He added depth
and sensitivity to well-known legends, along
with allusions to his own experiences of poverty, and more than a dash of mischievous
wit.
The second volume recounts the clandestine love affair of Princess Vidya and Prince
Sundar, and how Bhavananda, ancestor of
the poet’s patron, stopped a rebellion and
became a king.
This translation, the first in English, features the original text in the Bangla script.
Lively and entertaining, In Praise of Annada
was regarded as a major achievement in its
own time and is now counted one of the treasures of Bengali literature.
France Bhattacharya is Professor
Emeritus of Bengali Language and Literature at INALCO, Paris.
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Harlem

Manga from the Floating World

Found Ways

Comicbook Culture and the Kibyōshi of Edo Japan,
second edition, With a New Preface

edited by Vera Ingrid Grant

Adam L. Kern

foreword by Henry Louis Gates, Jr.

The art and artists of Harlem: Found
Ways represent the place and its people, burnishing Harlem’s luster but
never attempting to smooth its rough
edges. The works in the exhibition
span a variety of media to explore
the invention of Harlem and, at the
same time, reinvent it. Artists in the
exhibition Harlem: Found Ways, at the
Ethelbert Cooper Gallery of African &
African American Art in Cambridge,
MA, from 24 May to 15 July, 2017,
included Dawoud Bey, Abigail DeVille,
Glenn Ligon, Howard Tangye, Nari Ward, and Kehinde Wiley. The
exhibition also included items from the Harlem Postcards project at
The Studio Museum in Harlem.
This catalog features essays, including a foreword by Henry Louis
Gates, Jr., that contemplate the uniquely layered urban landscape of
Harlem, a city within a city. Vibrantly illustrated with objects from
the exhibition, the catalog itself is an important resource for students of contemporary African American art and of the city.
Vera Ingrid Grant is the Founding Director of the Ethelbert
Cooper Gallery of African & African American Art at the Hutchins
Center for African and African American Research, Harvard University. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., is Alphonse Fletcher University
Professor at Harvard University.
August · paper · 112 pages · 9 x 10

Manga from the Floating World is the
first full-length study in English of the
kibyôshi, a genre of woodblock-printed
comicbook widely read in late-eighteenth-century Japan. By combining
analysis of the socioeconomic and
historical milieus in which the genre
was produced and consumed with
three annotated translations of works
by major author-artist Santô Kyôden
(1761–1816) that closely reproduce the
experience of encountering the originals, Adam Kern offers a sustained
close reading of the vibrant popular imagination of the mid-Edo
period. The kibyôshi, Kern argues, became an influential form
of political satire that seemed poised to transform the uniquely
Edoesque brand of urban commoner culture into something more,
perhaps even a national culture, until the shogunal government
intervened.
Based on extensive research using primary sources in their original Edo editions, the volume is copiously illustrated with rare prints
from Japanese archival collections. It serves as an introduction not
only to the kibyôshi but also to the genre’s readers and critics, narratological conventions, modes of visuality, format, and relationship
to the modern Japanese manga and to the popular literature and wit
of Edo. Filled with graphic puns and caricatures, these entertaining
works will appeal to the general reader as well as to the more experienced student of Japanese cultural history—and anyone interested
in the global history of comics, graphic novels, and manga.
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Adam L. Kern is Professor of Japanese Literature and Visual Culture at the University of Wisconsin–Madison.
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Lovers of the Soul, Lovers of the
Body
Philosophical and Religious Perspectives
in Late Antiquity

edited by Svetla Slaveva-Griffin • Ilaria L. E. Ramelli
The relationship between the soul
and the body was a point of contentious debate among philosophers and
theologians in late antiquity. Modern
scholarship has inherited this legacy,
but split the study of the relation
of body and soul between the disciplines of philosophy and religion.
Lovers of the Soul, Lovers of the Body
integrates, with Plato and Aristotle
in the background, philosophical and
religious perspectives on the concepts of soul and body in the transformative period of the first six
centuries ce, from Philo to Olympiodorus. The polyphonic—but
not dissonant—philosophical and theological dialogue is recreated and rethought by an international group of leading experts
and up-and-coming scholars in ancient philosophy, theology, and
religion.
The synthetic approach of the volume presents the understanding of human psychology in late antiquity, without labels
and borders. It invites both experts and enthusiasts to crisscross
the pathways of philosophy and religion in pursuit of new crossroads and greater common ground.
Svetla Slaveva-Griffin is Associate Professor of Classics at
Florida State University. Ilaria L. E. Ramelli is Professor of
Theology and Britt Endowed Chair in the Graduate School of
Theology at Angelican University, Rome.

Theory of Gardens
Jean-Marie Morel
edited by Joseph Disponzio
translated by Emily Cooperman

Jean-Marie Morel (1728–1810), a
leading French landscape designer
and theorist, is now mainly remembered as the author of one of the
fundamental
eighteenth-century
texts in the history of landscape
architecture, the Théorie des jardins
(1776; second edition, 1802). With
his background as an engineer,
Morel was instrumental in shaping
the functions of landscape architecture, opening up a new professional domain by coining the term
architecte-paysagiste, the precursor to the modern designation
“landscape architect.”
Morel stands out among eighteenth-century theorists because
of his interest in the natural processes that underlie the formation
of landscape. His unique theoretical contribution was, therefore,
an attempt to develop an approach to garden design grounded
in the new understanding of natural processes, which brought
together picturesque theory and landscape practice, taking into
account a wide range of environmental factors that had an impact
on the work of an architecte-paysagiste. Morel believed that an
awareness of the character of each landscape was particularly
important because of the emotional response that it was likely to
elicit.
This translation marks the first time the 1776 edition of the
Théorie des jardins is available in English.
Joseph Disponzio and Emily Cooperman are independent
scholars.
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The End of Middle East History and
Other Conjectures

al-Muwaṭṭaʾ, the Royal Moroccan
Edition

Richard W. Bulliet

The Recension of Yaḥyā Ibn Yaḥyā al-Laythī

The End of Middle East History and
Other Conjectures is an unapologetic
collection of imaginative essays
from thought-provoking Middle East
scholar Richard W. Bulliet. Not your
ordinary think pieces, this volume
collects for the first time Bulliet’s Big
Bang–Big Crunch theory of Islamic history and his illuminating conception
of the “Muslim South.” Speculations
range from future political events to
counterfactual histories of how reversal of the outcome of a 1529 battle
might have profoundly altered history. After fifty years of posing
and answering daring historical questions, Bulliet happily tackles
an array of conjectures on subjects as diverse as the origin of civilization, the end of Middle East history, and future interpretations of
the 20th century.

edited by Mohammad Fadel • Connell Monette

Richard W. Bulliet is Professor of History at Columbia University.
January · paper · 130 pages · 6 x 9 · $17.95x
£14.95 · History · 9780674241336 · Mizan Series
Ilex Foundation

Mālik b. Anas

The Muwat.t.a , written in the eighth
century ce by Mālik b. Anas—known
as the Imam of Medina—is the first
written treatise of Islamic law. The
Prophet Muhammad and his earliest
followers immigrated to the city of
Medina after they experienced severe
persecution in their hometown of
Mecca, establishing the first Muslim
community in Medina. As the Muslim
community rapidly expanded, Medina
lost some of its political importance,
but retained its position as the leading Muslim center of learning for over one hundred years after the
Prophet Muhammad’s death. Imam Mālik’s Muwat.t.a provides an
unparalleled window into the life of this early Muslim community,
and the rituals, laws, and customs they upheld.
This translation is based on the recently published critical edition of the Muwat.t.a , The Royal Moroccan Edition (2013). With its
extensive notes, this edition is intended to make this important
early legal text widely accessible to a broad spectrum of readers,
including those interested in both legal history and Islamic Studies.
Mohammad Fadel is Professor of Law at the University of Toronto Faculty of Law. Connell Monette is Associate Professor of
Religion at Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane, Morocco.
November · cloth · 800 pages · 6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $95.00x
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The Anime Boom in the United States

Orthodox Passions

Lessons for Global Creative Industries

Narrating Filial Love during the High Qing

Michal Daliot-Bul • Nissim Otmazgin

Maram Epstein

The Anime Boom in the United States
is a comprehensive and empirically
grounded study of the expansion of
anime marketing and sales into the
United States. Using the example of
Japanese animation, it examines the
supporting organizational and cultural
processes that constitute a transnational system for globalizing and localizing cultural commodities.
Drawing on field research, survey
data, and in-depth interviews with
Japanese and American professionals
in the animation industry, the authors investigate anime’s arrival in
the United States beginning in the 1960s, and explores the transnational networks of anime production and marketing as well as the
cultural and artistic processes the genre has inspired.
This detailed study of the anime boom in the United States is the
starting point for a wider investigation of the globalization of contemporary culture and the way in which global creative industries
operate in an age of media digitalization and convergence. It is an
indispensable guide for all those interested in understanding the
dynamics of power structures in cultural and media globalization.

In this groundbreaking interdisciplinary study, Maram Epstein identifies
filial piety as the dominant expression
of love in Qing dynasty texts. At a time
when Manchu regulations made chastity the primary metaphor for obedience and social duty, filial discourse
increasingly embraced the dramatic
and passionate excesses associated
with late-Ming chastity narratives.
Qing texts, especially those from
the Jiangnan region, celebrate modes
of filial piety that conflicted with the
interests of the patriarchal family and the state. Analyzing filial
narratives from a wide range of primary texts, including local gazetteers, autobiographical and biographical nianpu records, and fiction, Epstein shows the diversity of acts constituting exemplary
filial piety. This context, Orthodox Passions argues, enables a radical
rereading of the great novel of manners The Story of the Stone (ca.
1760), whose absence of filial affections and themes make it an outlier in the eighteenth-century sentimental landscape. By decentering romantic feeling as the dominant expression of love during the
High Qing, Orthodox Passions calls for a new understanding of the
affective landscape of late imperial China.

Michal Daliot-Bul is Associate Professor and Head of Asian
Studies at the University of Haifa. Nissim Otmazgin is Senior
Lecturer and Director of the Institute of Asian and African Studies
at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

Maram Epstein is Associate Professor of East Asian Languages
and Literatures at the University of Oregon.
December · cloth · 370 pages · 6 x 9 · $68.00x
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Famine Relief in Warlord China

Powers of the Real

Pierre Fuller

Cinema, Gender, and Emotion in Interwar Japan

Famine Relief in Warlord China is a reexamination of disaster responses during
the greatest ecological crisis of the
pre-Nationalist Chinese republic. In
1920–1921, drought and ensuing famine devastated more than 300 counties
in five northern provinces, leading to
some 500,000 deaths. Long credited
to international intervention, the
relief effort, Pierre Fuller shows, actually began from within Chinese social
circles. Indigenous action from the
household to the national level, modeled after Qing-era relief protocol, sustained the lives of millions of
the destitute in Beijing, in the surrounding districts of Zhili (Hebei)
Province, and along the migrant and refugee trail in Manchuria, all
before joint foreign-Chinese international relief groups became a
force of any significance.
Using district gazetteers, stele inscriptions, and the era’s vibrant
Chinese press, Fuller reveals how a hybrid civic sphere of military
authorities working with the public mobilized aid and coordinated
migrant movement within stricken communities and across military domains. Ultimately, the book’s spotlight on disaster governance in northern China in 1920 offers new insights into the social
landscape just before the region’s descent, over the next decade,
into incessant warfare, political struggle, and finally the normalization of disaster itself.
Pierre Fuller is Lecturer in East Asian History at the University
of Manchester.
September · cloth · 340 pages · 6 x 9 · $65.00x
£52.95 · History · 9780674241138 · 7 photos, 1 illus.,

Diane Wei Lewis
Powers of the Real analyzes the cultural
politics of cinema’s persuasive sensory
realism in interwar Japan. Examining
cultural criticism, art, news media,
literature, and film, Diane Wei Lewis
shows how representations of women
and signifiers of femininity were used
to characterize new forms of pleasure
and fantasy enabled by consumer culture and technological media. Drawing
on a rich variety of sources, she analyzes the role that images of women
played in articulating the new expressions of identity, behavior, and affiliation produced by cinema and
consumer capitalism. In the process, Lewis traces new discourses
on the technological mediation of emotion to the 1923 Great Kanto
Earthquake and postquake mass media boom. The earthquake transformed the Japanese film industry and lent urgency to debates surrounding cinema’s ability to reach a mass audience and shape public
sentiment, while the rise of consumer culture contributed to alarm
over rampant materialism and “feminization.”
Demonstrating how ideas about emotion and sexual difference
played a crucial role in popular discourse on cinema’s reach and its
sensory-affective powers, Powers of the Real offers new perspectives
on media history, the commodification of intimacy and emotion,
film realism, and gender politics in the “age of the mass society” in
Japan.
Diane Wei Lewis is Assistant Professor in Film and Media Studies
and Core Faculty in East Asian Studies at Washington University in
St. Louis.
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Imaginative Mapping
Landscape and Japanese Identity in the Tokugawa
and Meiji Eras

Regional Literature and the
Transmission of Culture
Chinese Drum Ballads, 1800–1937

Nobuko Toyosawa

Margaret B. Wan

Landscape has always played a vital
role in shaping Japan’s cultural identity. Imaginative Mapping analyzes
how intellectuals of the Tokugawa and
Meiji eras used specific features and
aspects of the landscape to represent
their idea of Japan and produce a narrative of Japan as a cultural community.
These scholars saw landscapes as repositories of local history and identity,
stressing Japan’s differences from the
models of China and the West.
By detailing the continuities and
ruptures between a sense of shared cultural community that
emerged in the seventeenth century and the modern nation state
of the late nineteenth century, this study sheds new light on the significance of early modernity, one defined not by temporal order but
rather by spatial diffusion of the concept of Japan. More precisely,
Nobuko Toyosawa argues that the circulation of guidebooks and
other spatial narratives not only promoted further movement but
also contributed to the formation of subjectivity by allowing readers to imagine the broader conceptual space of Japan. The recurring
claims to the landscape are evidence that it was the medium for the
construction of Japan as a unified cultural body.

Regional Literature and the Transmission
of Culture provides a richly textured
picture of cultural transmission in the
Qing and early Republican eras. Drum
ballad texts (guci) evoke one of the
most popular performance traditions
of their day, a practice that flourished
in North China. Study of these narratives opens up surprising new perspectives on vital topics in Chinese
literature and history: the creation of
regional cultural identities and their
relation to a central “Chinese culture”;
the relationship between oral and written cultures; the transmission of legal knowledge and popular ideals of justice; and the impact
of the changing technology of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries on the reproduction and dissemination of popular
texts.
Margaret B. Wan maps the dissemination over time and space
of two legends of wise judges; their journey through oral, written,
and visual media reveals a fascinating but overlooked world of “popular” literature. While drum ballads form a distinctively regional
literature, lithography in early twentieth-century Shanghai drew
them into national markets. The new paradigm this book offers will
interest scholars of cultural history, literature, book culture, legal
history, and popular culture.

Nobuko Toyosawa is Research Fellow at the Oriental Institute,
Czech Academy of Sciences.
August · cloth · 300 pages · 6 x 9 · $60.00x · £48.95

Margaret B. Wan is Associate Professor in the Department of
World Languages and Cultures at the University of Utah.
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The Paradox of Being
Truth, Identity, and Images in Daoism

Feeling the Past in SeventeenthCentury China

Poul Andersen

Xiaoqiao Ling

The question of truth has never been
more urgent than today, when the distortion of facts and the imposition of
pseudo-realities in the service of the
powerful have become the order of the
day. In The Paradox of Being Poul Andersen addresses the concept of truth in
Chinese Daoist philosophy and ritual.
His approach is unapologetically universalist, and the book may be read as a
call for a new way of studying Chinese
culture, one that does not shy away
from approaching “the other” in terms
of an engagement with “our own” philosophical heritage.
The basic Chinese word for truth is zhen, which means both true
and real, and it bypasses the separation of the two ideas insisted
on in much of the Western philosophical tradition. Through
wide-ranging research into Daoist ritual, both in history and as it
survives in the present day, Andersen shows that the concept of
true reality that informs this tradition posits being as a paradox
anchored in the inexistent Way (Dao). The preferred way of life
suggested by this insight consists in seeking to be an exception to
ordinary norms and rules of behavior which nonetheless engages
what is common to us all.

During the Manchu conquest of China
(1640s–1680s), the Qing government
mandated that male subjects shave
their hair following the Manchu style.
It was a directive that brought the
physical body front and center as the
locus of authority and control. Feeling
the Past in Seventeenth-Century China
highlights the central role played by
the body in writers’ memories of lived
experiences during the Ming-Qing cataclysm. For traditional Chinese men
of letters, the body was an anchor of
sensory perceptions and emotions. Sight, sound, taste, and touch
configured ordinary experiences next to traumatic events, unveiling how writers participated in an actual and imagined community
of like-minded literary men.
In literature from this period, the body symbolizes the process
by which individual memories transform into historical knowledge
that can be transmitted across generations. The ailing body interprets the Manchu presence as an epidemic to which Chinese civilization is not immune. The bleeding body, cast as an aesthetic figure,
helps succeeding generations internalize knowledge inherited from
survivors of dynastic conquest as a way of locating themselves in
collective remembrance. This embodied experience of the past
reveals literature’s mission of remembrance as, first and foremost, a
moral endeavor in which literary men serve as architects of cultural
continuity.

Poul Andersen is Associate Professor of Chinese Religions at the
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.
November · cloth · 400 pages · 6 x 9 · $75.00x
£60.95 · Religion / Philosophy · 9780674241107
16 photos, 8 colour illus. · Harvard-Yenching Institute

Xiaoqiao Ling is Assistant Professor of Chinese at Arizona State
University.
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Proceedings of the Harvard Celtic
Colloquium, 38: 2018

Muslims and US Politics Today

edited by Celeste Andrews • Heather Newton •
Shannon Parker

edited by Mohammad Hassan Khalil

PHCC 38 collects papers ranging widely
on topics of the literary and material
culture of the Celtic regions of Ireland,
Wales, and Breton in the medieval and
modern periods. Several articles concern the self-awareness of the literary
elite in Ireland and Wales, whose members respected the traditional forms
of their literature but used them to
further contemporary purposes. For
example, they introduce new references to foreign places and cultures,
or use older topographical lore to
describe and justify contemporary land use and settlement. Other
articles review material culture as it is reflected in literary works
of their respective periods and discuss how this in turn illuminates
the attitudes of the authors and their intended readers. A number of
contributions concern the grammatical structure and linguistic formation of the languages of Ireland, Wales, and Brittany, both early
and modern.
The special lecture for the Harvard Celtic Colloquium this year
was given by Dr. Aled Jones, Senior Lecturer in Welsh and Medieval Studies at Bangor University, Wales, comparing modern astrophysics to the plasticity of time in medieval Celtic literature, a
thought-provoking consideration of congruences in modern and
medieval conceptions of time and space. This volume also contains
the 2018 Kelleher lecture given by Dr. William Gilles of the University of Edinburgh on a problematic early Scots-Gaelic text, the Harlow Brosnachadh.

The twenty-first century has been
a volatile period for American Muslims. Yet American Muslims now have
unprecedented avenues of influence in
US politics. Anti-Muslim hate crimes
peaked after September 11, 2001, then
increased again after 2014. Hate crimes
and other forms of anti-Muslim bias
have been accelerating since the candidacy and presidency of Donald Trump.
Muslims and US Politics Today explores
the various representations of Muslims in American political and civic
life, the myriad ways American Muslims are affected by politics, and
how American Muslims are engaging political life as individuals and
communities.
This integrative volume reaches back to presidential elections
after 9/11 (Edward E. Curtis), further back to Iranian immigrants
after the Iranian Revolution (Mohsen Mobasher), and back even
to fundamentals of religious freedom in the United States (Kambiz
GhaneaBissiri; Mucahit Bilici). Aspects of anti-Muslim politics and
marginalization, as well as mobilization and activism, are covered
in essays by Salah Hassan, Evelyn Alsultany, Juliane Hammer, Alisa
Perkins, and Sally Howell. In a final section on rethinking Muslim
politics, Donna Auston and Sylvia Chan-Malik dialogue on Black
American Islam and Junaid Rana looks broadly to a global Muslim
left. In this critically-timed volume, editor Mohammad Hassan
Khalil has drawn together leading scholars to provide a deep look at
the rich political history and future of American Muslims.

Celeste Andrews, Heather Newton, and Shannon Parker
are graduate students in Celtic Languages and Literatures at Harvard University.

Mohammad Hassan Khalil is Associate Professor of Religious
Studies at Michigan State University.
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Adams Family Correspondence,
Volume 14: October 1799–February 1801
Edited by Hobson Woodward, Sara Martin, Christopher F. Minty,
Amanda M. Norton, Neal E. Millikan, Gwen Fries, and
Sara Georgini

John and Abigail Adams’ reflections on an emerging nation as they move
into the new President’s House in Washington, D.C., are a highlight of the
nearly 280 letters written over seventeen months printed in volume 14 of
Adams Family Correspondence. The volume opens with the Adamses’ public and private expressions on the death of George Washington and concludes with John’s defeat in the contentious presidential election of 1800.
Electoral College maneuvering, charges of sedition, and state-by-state
strategizing are debated by the Adamses and their correspondents as the
election advances toward deadlock and finally victory for Thomas Jefferson in the House of Representatives. John’s retirement from public life had
some sweet mixed with the bitter. The U.S. mission to France resulted in
the Convention of 1800 that ended the Quasi-War and the so-called midnight appointments at the close of his presidency ushered in the transformative U.S. Supreme Court era of John Marshall, a coda anticipated in
Abigail’s request to John in the final days of his administration—“I want to
see the list of judges.”
The domestic life of the Adamses was equally dynamic. Abigail and John
endured the crushing loss of their son Charles, whose struggle with alcohol ended in repudiation and death in New York. Son Thomas Boylston and
daughter Nabby spent the period in relative stability, while John Quincy
chronicled a tour of Silesia in letters home from Europe. At the volume’s
close, the correspondence between John and Abigail comes to an end. As
they retired to Quincy, their rich observations on the formation of the
American republic would continue in letters to others if not to each other.

August · cloth · 728 pages · 6 ½ x 9 ¾ ·
$95.00x £76.95 · 9780674240902 ·
Belknap Press
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